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Gommission Launches Medium-Term Social
Action Programme 1 995-97
On 12 April 1995, the European Commission adopted a
communication on a medium-term social action programme
(the hogramme), covering the three-year period 1995-97.
This Programme is the culmination of 18 months of wide-
spread consultation and public debate which started in t993
with the launch of the Green Paper on the future of Euro-
pean Social Policy, and continued h 1994 with the White
Paper on European Social Policy. It sets out in detail how
the Commission intends to take forward the conclusions of
the December 1994 Essen European Council.
The Programme takes into account the achievements of
the 1989 social action programme which it replaces, while at
the same time articulating a strategy to meet new needs and
challenges as identified in the White Papers on Growth,
Cornpetitiveness and Employment and Social Policy.T\e
Programme highlights the importance of striking a balance
between economic and social considerations and argues the
importance of measures to combat unemployment, poverty,
crime, poor health and educational under-achievement.
The key issue to be addressed is the challenge to Euro-
pean competitiveness caused by the globalisation of the
economy. The technological revolution occasioned new
training requirements and important adjusunents in produc-
tion processes and work organisation. Systems of public
welfare provision are also considered because of increasing
difficulties in gaining funding. These are exacerbated by
demographic and socio-economic ffends.
Five key themes run through the 1995-97 social action
programme:
o employment;
o consolidation and development of legislation;
o equality of opportunities between men and women;
o an active society for all;
o medium-term reflection and analysis.
In spite of encouraging economic indicators, unemploy-
ment remains persistently high, particularly among low
skillsd people. The Commission argues that what is required
is an integration of social, economic, taxation, training,
environmental and regional policies.
While responsibility for job creation lies mainly with the
individual Member State, the Programme sets out the
Commission's proposals for monitoring employment trends
and assessing the progress of Member States in implement-
ing their multi-annual programmes. In doing this it will place
particular emphasis on the implementation of the recommen-
dation of the Essen Council which identified five priority
areas in the fight against unemployment: the promotion of
investments in vocational training; the increase in the
employment-intensiveness of growth; the lowering of
indirect wage costs; the increase in the effectiveness of
labour market policy; and the strengthening of measures for
goups particularly affected by unemployment. The pro-
gramme also contains a range of proposals designed to
achieve greater co-operation between national governments,
the Commission and the social partners.
The document highlights the vital contribution of the
Structural and Social Funds in promoting employment and
outlines the aims and objectives of new initiatives
(LEONARDO, SOCRATES). It also focuses on the impor-
tance of training and education and the free movement of
people within the European Union. In order to achieve
entirely free movement of individuals around the Union, the
Commission is launching a number of initiatives in relation
to social securiry and pension rights as well as the recogni-
tion of diplomas.
The Programme emphasises the Commission's plans to
review the Social Charter with the European Parliament
seeking to drive forward the legislative proposals which are
still under discussion in the Council, including the Directive
on the posting of workers and a number of health and safety
Directives. Some of these initiatives are to be pursued under
the Social Protocol.
The Programme emphasises the high priority which the
Commission accords to the issue of equal opportunities and
sets out the priorities of the fourth equal opportunities action
prograrnme. The Commission is seeking to expand is social
policy concerns to cover all citizens while continuing to
accord special attention to key social problems such as
poverty, racism and the exclusion of older and disabled
people. It also aims to expand its analytical capacity by, for
example, setting up a high level group of experts to examine
the social and societal implications of the emerging informa-
tion society.
With its Action Programme the Commission intends to
broaden the scope of social policy in the European Union,
while at the same time focusing its proposals more clearly on
a set of priority issues.
Medium-Term Social Action Programmc 1995-97, published in Soctal
Europe. Available from: Office for OfEcial Publications of the European
Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg. All EU-ll languages.
Economic Performance: Better Prospects and
More Flexibility
Reports from a range of internatiarwl sources highlight an improved. economic situation. llnemployment remains a top priority.
Dala aru also provifud on the incidence of labour mnrketfuxibiliry. Documentatian on thefinance sector exatnines employment
trends in one of the key sectors affected by new working prafiice*
OECD Economic Outlook
oEcD (1995)
T}.rc O E C D E c o n o mi c O utl o ok pubhshed
in June 1995 shows that the economic
situation in most OECD countries has
improved substantially after the deep re-
cession of the early 1990s. Overall unem-
ployment is falling and inflation has
dropped to rates unseen since the 1960s.
Beyond these favourable figures, the re-
port argues that much has been done to
lay the foundations for sustainable im-
provement in economic perfonnance over
the longer term. A stronger competitive
position in product markets has been
achieved by a variety of agreements re-
ducing barriers to tade, including the
Internal Market, NAFTA (North Atlantic
Free Trade Association) and the Uruguay
Round. A number of countries have also
made some progress in enhancing labour
market flexibility. However, the report
also reminds readers of the necessity to
reduce unemployment not only to re-
duce the waste of human resources but
also to reduce the social distress caused
by high and prolonged unemployment.
In the medium-term the report argues
that it is imperative to maximise the
benefits of globalised and liberalised fi-
nancial markets while avoiding abrupt
movements in exchange rates and a pro-
longed misalignment of currencies.
Macro-economic policy requirements
include keeping down inflation, and
achieving exchange rate stability. The
report also highlights key issues for struc-
tural reform.
Available from: OECD, 2 rue Andr6-Pascal,
75775Paris Cedex, France. EN, FR.
World Employment 1995
rLo (1995)
ffis report was produced by the ILO in
response to the worldwide concern over
the problem of unemployment. The is-
sues are considered in the context of
profound ongoing change in the global
economy. In spite of an increase in global
output unemployment remains persist-
ently high calling into question more
traditional policy solutions. The report
assesses the problem from a variety of
angles. Part one looks at the effects of the
globalisation of the economy on employ-
ment with particular reference to the reso-
lutions of the Uruguay Round. tt also Imks
at recent trends in foreign direct invesEnent
and emerging concems over globalisation
of the economy.
Part two is devoted to the policy is-
sues and employment trends in develop-
ing countries, focusing on the reduction
of underemployment and poverty and the
causes behind and remedies against the
marginalisation of Africa in the global
market place.
Part three looks at employment trends
in the emerging economies and at how
they attempt to deal with the growing
problem of long-term unemployment.
Part four chars the causes and tried and
unnied solutions to the problem of unem-
ployment, while the final chapter assesses
the possibility of a return to full employ-
ment.
Available from: ILO Publications, lntemational
labour Of[rce, CH-1211 Geneva 22,Switzerland.
EN, FR, ES.
Labour Force Survey Results 1993
EUROSTAT (199s)
Tlte Labour Force Surttey produced by
Eurostat provides the most comprehen-
sive set of comparative data on employ-
ment in the European Union. This edition
does not cover the new Member States as
the data were collected prior to enlarge-
ment. The national statistical institutes
are responsible for selecting the sample,
preparing the questionnaires, conducting
the direct interviews and forwarding the
results to Eurostat in accordance with a
standard coding system. The survey pro-
duced 122 tables looking at issues includ-
ing labour force participation rates, lev-
els of unemployment, temporary and part-
time work, self-employment and the
make-up of the inactive population. Most
data are provided by age, sex, sector and
other relevant classifications. The /-o-
bour Force Survey is an invaluable source
of comparative European labour market
data which is constantly under review in
order to respond to key labour market
policy questions.
Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Communities, L-2985 Lux-
embourg. EN, FR, DE.
OECD: Trends in lnternatlonal
Mlgratlon: 1994 Annual Report
oEcD (1995)
The latest annual report, Trends in lnter-
national Migration, shows the scale, type
and direction of recent migratory flows.
The report highlights that after a rise in
the 1980s and early 1990s, immigration
flows stabilised in several OECD coun-
tries in 1993 and 1994. This can largely
be attributed to recent measures by host
countries to contol flows more effec-
tively and to introduce more selective
entry criteria for immigrants. The diver-
sification of the channels used by mi-
grants and the broader range ofnationali-
ties involved in international migration
flows is clearly reflected in the data.
Three other factors are also emphasised:
the lower numbers of asylum seekers; the
growing proportion of temporary work-
ers; and the migration of highly skilled
workers.
The report argues that while migra-
tion flows may well diminish over the
next few years, due to the development of
new migration poles in Asia and Central
and Eastern Europe, the deterioration of
the economic and political situation in
many areas close to OECD countries and
.a
the increasing labour demand in the latter
may reverse this ftend.
Official measures have been less suc-
cessful in containing illegal immigra-
tion, and the report therefore argues for
greater international co-operation to
achieve employment creation in emigra-
tion countries. The report describes re-
cent developments in migration move-
ments and policies in each country stud-
ied. These include OECD countries (with
Denmark, Ireland and Mexico appearing
for the first time) and five central and
Eastern European countries.
Available from: OECD, 2 rue Andr6-Pascal,
75775 Palis Cedex 16, France. FR, EN.
Multlple Job Holders in the
European Union In 1992
EUROSTAT (1e95)
This short report, published as part ofthe
series Sradstics in Focus: Population and
Social Condirions, shows that the number
of people with more than one job, ex-
pressed as a percentage ofthe total popu-
lation in employment, remained more or
less stable between 1987 and 1992, at
slightly below 37o. In 1992 Portugal,
Denmark and the Netherlands had the
highest percentages.
The majority of multiple job-holders
in the EU consider their second job as
regular. ln 1992 multiple job-holders
worked an average of 46.4 hours per
week in both jobs, of which 12.6 hours
were spent in the second job. The data
show that generally in countries with a
relatively large agricultural sector
(Greece, Ireland, Spain) the number of
actual hours worked in second jobs con-
siderably exceeds the European average.
The majority of second jobs were to
be found in the service sector, with the
exception of Greece where agriculture
provided the greatest relative share of
secondary employment. Approximately
one half of all second jobs were carried
out as self-employment or family work.
The data on which the report is based
are extracted from the Community La-
bour Force Survey, in which figures on
the existence of second jobs have been
included since 1983. The report is par-
ticularly pertinent due to the increase in
part-time work in the European Union.
Statistics in Focus, Population and social con-
ditions, 1995, 2. Available from: EUROSTAT,
L-2920 Luxembourg. EN, FR, DE.
Worklng Time in the EuroPean
Union: Estlmated Actual Annua!
Worklng Tlme (1983-1993)
EUROSTAT (1ses)
Euroscat's preliminary estimates indicate
that in every country of the European
Union actual annual working time re-
mained stable or declined berween 1983
and 193. In 1993 the average European
employee worked 1668.8 hours per year,
with the highest figure being achieved by
workers in Portugal (1822.6 hours) and
the lowest by workers in the Netherlands
(1451.7 hours).
A breakdown of average working time
between full-time and part-time workers
showed that, for full-time workers, the
shortest working years were found in
Italy and Belgium and the longest in the
UK, Ireland and Pornrgal. For part-tim-
ers, values varied more widely, with ex-
tremes ranging from 734 hours in the
Netherlands (1990) and 1194.5 hours in
Italy (1985). The report found that, as a
general rule, male employees worked
longer than female employees. However,
the gap narrowed when data was re-
stricted to full-timers.
Annual working time is longest in
agriculture, and working time in industry
was generally slightly higherthan in serv-
ices. The report concedes that national
data on annual working hours are diffi-
cult to render comparable but argues that
the Eurostat approach is currently the
only indicator which allows a satisfac-
tory comparison between Member States.
Statistics in Focus, Population and social con-
ditions, 1995, 4. Available from: EUROSTAT,
L-2920Ltxembourg. EN, FR, DE.
Seruice Vouchers: An Analysis of
the Job Creation Potentia! and
Feasibillty of Seruice Vouchers in
the Netherlands
KNIGGE J A, RIJNHOUT M J (1995)
The persistent problem of large-scale
unemployment throughout the European
Union has led to the recognition that
initiatives on a similar scale are needed to
change this situation. There is a particu-
lar mismatch between labour demand
and supply in the lower segments of the
labour market. The European Commis-
sion White Paper on Growth, Competi-
tiveness and Employmer, focused atten-
tion on service vouchers as a labour mar-
ket instrument. This study defines the
different variants of service vouchers,
and assesses the extent to which they
could contribute to reducing unemploy-
ment. [n a second stage researchers ques-
tioned interest groups and practitioners
about their opinions of the impact on
employment of the introduction of serv-
ice vouchers. The models which were
seen to have the greatest job creation
potential proved the least popular as they
contained an element of compulsion (ie,
compulsory deductions from salaries;
compulsory work schemes for those on
benefits). Models borrowing from inter-
national experience were more popular
but were viewed to be capable of creating
only 20,000-50,000 jobs in the European
Union.
Available from: EIM Small Business Research
Consultancy, P.O Box 7fi)1, 2701 AA Zoetermeer,
The Netherlands. EN.
CEA ECO+
COMlTE EUROPEEITI DES ASSUMNCES (1995)
This issue of the bulletin published by the
European Committee of Employers in
the Insurance Sector aims to fill a gap in
the availability of data on employment in
the insurance sector in the European
Union. The Associations which took part
in this study cover all EU Member States
except Ireland, Luxembourg and Fin-
land. Instead it includes Switzerland and
Norway. The study looked at the employ-
ment situation in the European insurance
sector in 1993 and the profile of employ-
ment in European insurance in 1993. The
latter chapter looked at the issues of wage
negotiations and wage costs in the sector.
lnsurance undertakings provided a not
inconsiderable source of employment in
Europe with an average 64 jobs per I 0,000
for the period between 1989-1992. Swit-
zerland has by far the largest percentage
of employees in insurance undertakings
in overall salaried employment, followed
by Great Britain and Germany. Until
1992 employment in this sector grew
constantly but in 1993 it experienced a
slight drop. The experience of growth
and decline in employment in this sector
was by no means uniform and tended to
fluctuate every year. Since 1992 employ-
ment has been declining while income
from premiums has grown. In some coun-
tries wage and social costs have grown
more rapidly than premium income,
whereas in others the opposite was true.
Available from: Secr6tariat G6n6ral, 3 bis, Rue
de la Chauss6e d'Antin. F-75009 Paris. France. EN,
FR, DE.
Social Europe: New Working
Practices in Banklng and lnsurance
cEc (1 e94)
The three papers published in this edition
of Social Europe were commissioned by
DGV to assist debate at the Employment
Observatory Seminar which was organ-
ised by SYSDEM in April 1994 with the
co-operation of the Greek Ministry of
Labour, during the Greek Presidency. In
his paper Amin Rajan looked at employ-
ment trends in eight Member States, the
major trends in the restructuring of the
sector and the implications for the social
partners. Iain Begg discussed the factors
influencing the level and character of
employment in insurance, demand for
such services, the level and effect of
international competition and the emer-
gence of "bancassurance". He also ex-
amined policy issues, training require-
ments and possible action by the CEC.
He recommends the establishment of a
European Employement Observatory for
the insurance sector. Vincent Merle looks
at developments and adaptations of quali-
fications and skills linked to the ration-
alisation of financial activities.
Available from: Office of Official Publications
of the European Communities, L-2985 Luxem-
bourg. EN, FR, DE.
Your Social Security Rights when
Moving within the European Union:
A Practical Guide
cEc (1e95)
Freedom of movement was one of the
f,rrst and continues to be one of the most
important aims of the European Union.
The Commission published this guide
with the purpose of providing citizens of
the European Union (or at least the EU-
12) with easily understandable informa-
tion about their rights and obligations in
the field of social security. In Part one it
describes the relevant Community provi-
sions and in Part two goes on to outline
national legislation. The main rights cov-
ered relate to the areas of sickness and
maternity, accidents at work and occupa-
tional diseases, invalidity, old-age pen-
sions, death grants, survivors benefits,
and unemployment and family benefits.
A section ofPart one is devoted to outlin-
ing the rights of particular types of ben-
eficiaries for whom there are special
Community provisions: frontier work-
ers, seasonal workers, posted workers,
pensioners, students, tourists, non-active
persons and third country nationals. Apart
from providing a guide for those travel-
ling, working or retiring in another coun-
try within the EU, it gives a useful sum-
mary of benefit systems and entitlements
in other Member States together with
addresses to contact for further informa-
tion.
Available from: Office for Official Publica-
tions of the European Communities, L-2985 Lux-
embourg. EN, FR, DE.
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The National Dimension: Abstracts and
The New Member States: Austria, Finland and Sweden
Commentaries from Member States
Following the enlargement of the European Union
from the EU-12 to the now EU-15, this is the frst
SYSDEM-Trends Bulletin to cover labour market
trends, statistics and policy developments in the new
Member States: Austria, Finland and Sweden.
Before joining the EU on the lst January 1995,
the three new Member States had previously partici-
pated in the Internal Market as members of the
European Economic Area (EEA) which they joined
in January 1994. As members of EFTA, they had
taken part in European economic cooperation for
several decades.
What took place in January 1995 was clearly not
only an enlargement but also an enrichment of the
European Union. One of the many reasons for this
enrichment is the different labour market character-
istics, ffends and policy making traditions which the
new Member States bring into the European Union.
All three countries have traditionally displayed
relatively high labour market participation rateso
low levels of unemployment and a history of active
labour market policies. Unlike most other EU
Member States, these countries have only recently
experienced more severe unemployment problems
(particularly long-term unemployment).
The entry of Austria, Finland and Sweden into
the European Union therefore provides increasing
scope for policy learning, and this issue of the
SYSDEM Trends Bulletin therefore devotes par-
ticular attention to the labour market ffends and
policy backgrounds of the New Member States.
The correspondents for
the New Member States are:
Austrla
Dr Ferdinand Lechner
L& R Soziallo rsch u ng, V ien n a
Flnland
Dr Tuire SantamAki-Vuori
Labour lnstitute tor Economic Research, Helsinki
Sweden
DrAnnaThoursie
Swedish lnstitute for Social Research, Stockholm University,
Stoch4tolm
Austria
Finland
Sweden
Belgium
Spain
Denmark
The Netherlands
France
Greece
lreland
Italy
Federal Republic of Germany
Portugal
United Kingdom
Luxembourg
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Austria
Labour Market Trends
The level of unemployment in Austria is,
at4.4Vo (1993), noticeably lowerthan the
EU and OECD averages. Nevertheless,
the developments of the 1980s pointed to
a need for measures to combat and con-
trol unemployment.
In the 60s and 70s, the unemployment
rate amounted to less than2%o (measured
by registered unemployed). This situa-
tion prevailed until 1982, with the gov-
ernment staving off the economic de-
cline which affected most European na-
tions after the oil price shock, by means
of a special policy-mix instigated to coun-
teract recessionary pressures. This has
come to be known as Austro-Keynesia-
nism. Ore of the most important ele-
ments of this policy was an expansive
fiscal policy aimed at compensating for
the decrease in private demand with in-
creased state demand. This helped fuel
rapid economic growth. The successive
shortening of the working week also had
a positive effect on employment, and the
expansion of the public sector (in par-
ticular in health care and education) and
private services equally helped to make
up for jobs lost in other areas. State
owned-industry also had a stabilising ef-
fect on employment. The essential insti-
tutional pre-requisite for the Austro-
Keynesianism of the 1970s was the co-
ordination of incomes, demand and cur-
rency policies through the system of so-
cial partnership.
At the beginning of the 1980s, how-
ever, the labour market situation changed
dramatically. The average number of reg-
istered unemployed people doubled from
53,000 in 1 980 to 1 05,000 in 1 982, thereby
exceeding for the frst time the3%o mark,
which at the time was still considered the
limit for full employment. From the be-
ginning ofthe decade economic and budg-
etary policy had less effect on the labour
market than before. Even the combina-
tion of a restrictive budgetary policy,
supply-side oriented economic policy (di-
rect and indirect support), shorter work-
ing hours for individual industries, and
specific, active labour market policy
measures were not able to prevent a fur-
ther increase in unemployment.
The number of jobless rose continu-
ally to 165,000 by 1987. After a short
recovery in 1988/89 unemployment fig-
ures (measured by registered unem-
ployed) began to rise again and reached
222,OOO (or 6.8Vo) in l993.In the second
half of 1994, economic recovery led to a
slight decline in unemploymentto 6.5Vo,
or 215,000 registered unemployed. Ac-
cording to EU measurement standards,
this represents an unemployment rate of
4.4Vo.
The economically active population
(employed, self-employed and unem-
ployed) increased by 10.77o in the period
between 1983-1993 and most recently
stood at 3.683 million. It experienced a
significant increase in the years l99ll92
due to a wave of immigration following
the opening up of Eastern Europe. The
increase in labour supply was accompa-
nied by a growth in labour force partici-
pation rates by SVo between 1980 and
1992, when it stood at69.4Vo. This growth
was due to a significant increase in fe-
male labour market participation rates
(ftom 48.77o in 1980 to 58Vo in 1993,
according to OECD measurements). Dur-
ing the same period, male labour market
participation was relatively stable and
amounted to 80.7Eo in 1993.
The increase in unemployment
brought a crystallisation of certain high
risk groups. In the mid-1980s young peo-
ple (below the age of 25) were particu-
larly hard hit by unemployment. By the
end of the decade, the structure of unem-
ployment had clearly shifted towards
older workers. Whereas in 1989, the un-
employment rate for those aged between
50 and 54 was only half a percentage
point over the average rate, by 1993 it
was 3.17o higher.
The development of unemployment
in Austria is also characterised by a grow-
ing number of long-term unemployed
people. Persons registered asunemployed
for at least a year only accounted for ll%o
of total registered unemployed in 1987.
By 1994 this proportion had isento 177o.
The continuous expansion ofthe ranks of
long-term unemployed people, even in
t'mes of general recovery on the labour
market is seen as one of the major chal-
Ienges for Austrian labour market policy.
As unemployment has risen, labour
market policy has expanded its range of
instruments to include more active policy
measures. New fonns ofjob creation and
vocational training, combined with the
satisfaction of previously unmet public
need, are the outstanding characteristics
of an active labour market policy which
began to bear fruit in the mid-1980s. In
the course ofthis process, the supportive
infrastructure of counselling services and
re-entry prograrnmes was expanded for
those seeking employment and advisory
facilities were improved for suppliers ofjob creation and naining measures. In
1993, the budget for active labour market
policy measures amounted to ATS 6,934
million.
Current Debates
A comparison of expenditure on labour
market policies in the OECD counties
reveals that Austria is one of the coun-
ties with the lowest rates of expenditure
(as part of GDP). However, the debate on
an intensification of active labour market
policy in Austria is not held with a view
towards increased spending, but under
the remit of improving efficiency and
effectiveness. Several evaluation studies
looking at the long-term employment
effects of participation in an active la-
bour market policy measure are currently
being caried out on behalf of the Public
Employment Service. The majority of
studies point towards a high success rate
of such schemes. One example is the
evaluation of Action 8000 carried out by
L&R Sozialforschung, Die Entwicklung
der Aktion 8000 im kitraum 1988-1990.
The framework of furure labour mar-
ket policy and expenditure is mainly de-
termined by the reorganisation of the
public employment service. Its manage-
ment structures were redesigned, result-
ing in a new organisational structure
where the joint decision-making and su-
pervisory function is being canied out by
the social partners (who previously only
had an advisory role) and additional re-
sponsibility is being devolved to the pro-
vincial offices. It is hoped that these
changes will bring an improvement in the
service and swifter co-ordination of la-
bour demand and supply.
Future expenditure on active labour
market policy will also depend on the
extent ofbudgetary constraints which are
widely expected to be imposed, since
budgetary consolidation culrently com-
mands top political priority. In order to
reduce the budget deficit to comply with
the Maastricht convergence criteria, the
government recently agreed a package of
savings. This provides for measures to
lower personnel costs in the civil service,
reductions in transfer payments and re-
strictions on state subsidies. This pro-
grarnme did not meet with the approval
of the opposition parties and the trade
unions who argued that it would hit dis-
advantaged people hardest. The debate
on public budget consolidation high-
lighted the fact that further cuts in public
expenditure are to be expected until 1998.
In view ofthese budgetary constraints an
increase in expenditure on labour market
policies (as suggested in the White Pa-
per) does not seem feasible.
Aspects of entry into the EU
In view of Austria's comparatively stable
labour market situation, the debate on
entry into the EU was mainly determined
by fears that the unemployment rate would
move in the direction of EU levels. A
study by the Austrian lnstitute of Eco-
nomic Research estimated that the em-
ployment effect of EU entry would
amount to a net gain of 42,000 jobs by the
year 2000. The study made it clear that
the continuing internationalisation of the
economy would further increase the need
for structural adjustments. The impact of
market liberalisation will be felt particu-
larly in the agricultural sector.
At present negative employment ef-
fects are obvious in customs inspection,
transport and the foodstuffs industry. Fur-
therjob losses are expected in raw mate-
rials. To counteract these effects, labour
foundations have been established in dif-
ferent sectors. These measures are fi-
nanced through the unemployment in-
surance system, contributions from em-
ployers, subsidies from the provinces and
resources from the European Social Fund.
The foundations' services range from
career counselling for assistance with
activejob search and work experience to
higher qualifications and assistance with
business formation. Over the following
three years these schemes expect to tar-
get 6000 workers who have become un-
employed due to structural changes in the
Austrian economy.
Positive effects are expected from an
investment push stemming from the im-
plementation of measures which are co-
financed by the ESF. The emphasis lies in
strengthening rural areas by developing
infrastructure and attracting new busi-
nesses.
Reference to the Whlte Paper/
Essen Conclusions
Other initiatives arising from EU entry
are presented in a central government
White Paper (Osterreichische
Bundesregierung: Weifibuch der
Bunde s re ge irung. Wien 1 994). This docu-
ment refers to priorities in the areas of
labour market and employment policies
mentioned in the Commission White Pa-
per. From Austria's point of view, a ma-
jor task is the creation of employment
prograrnmes for those particularly af-
fected by rapid structural change. The
battle against long-term unemployment
equally presents an important challenge
for labour market policy. Marginalised
$oups such as older workers have par-
ticularly high priority on the policy
agenda.
The debate on labour market flexibil-
ity is muted. Discussions on the White
Paper proposals have onlyjust begun and
it is not yet time for the realisation of
concrete measures. These topics are usu-
ally picked up by the social partners.
Concerning the flexible organisation of
working time, employers are demanding
negotiations with represen0atives of la-
bour on the annualisation of working
hours, with the aim of achieving a more
flexible distribution of working hours.
Another crucial topic of debate is the
institution of a recommendation for maxi-
mum daily working hours as demanded
by employer organisations. The liberali-
sation of shop closing times is also being
debated by the social partners.
tn Austria the extension of part-time
work is not an important topic in the
employment debate. It is expected that
parttime work may reduce unemploy-
ment in a statistical sense, but only at the
cost of creating an increasing number of
employment relationships which do not
provide a living wage (Ludwig
Boltzmann-Institut fiir Wachstums-
forschung, 1995).
The White Paper proposals on the
reduction of non-wage labour costs, par-
ticularly for the lower income groups, is
not receiving any serious consideration.
There is an agreement between the social
partners that a lowering of social security
contributions must not place a burden on
the national budget. In recent years, re-
ductions in the cost of labour have mainly
been achieved by lowering employer con-
tributions to company pensions and simi-
lar fringe benefits.
Review of publlcations
Die Entwicklung der Aktlon 8000 im
Zeitraum 1988-1990 (7fie
Development ol Action 8000
between 1988-1990)
L&R SOZTALFORSCHUNG (1 994)
Action 8000 is an initiative aimed at the
promotion of employment opportunities
in sectors benefiting the well-being of the
community. Its funds are open to charita-
ble (non-profit making) organisations and
other public bodies offering jobs to long-
term unemployed people.
This study cakes stock of the develop-
ment and impact of the programme be-
tween 1988 and 1990, during which time
it promoted 10,000 jobs. An analysis of
beneficiaries shows that the programme
targeted those groups facing particular
problems with re-integration into the la-
bour market.
The programme suffered from severe
criticism from employer organisations,
who questioned its usefulness with regard
to improving the labour market situation.
This study therefore focused on an
evaluation of the labour market impact of
Action 8000. The analysis of
beneficiaries' career paths showed that
537o of participants obtained stable
employment after completing the
programme. Howevero the success of
Action 800 is hiChliChted most clearly by
carrying out a cost-benefit analysis. A
comparison of the public expenditure and
8
arevenues associated with the progarnme be expected. A second aspect is the bur-
reveals that on aver4ge, the costs of a den placed on the exchequer in the form
measure are fully amortised ten months of EU budgetary conributions and in-
after its completion. Potential for the creasing assistance to domestic sectors
expansion of this instrument lies in ttre and regions adversely affected by indus-
creation of further initiatives combining nial restructuring. These factors serve to
nainingwith workexperience. furtherhighlighttheimportanceofbudg-
etary consolidation.
Available from L&R Sozialforschung,
Proschkogasse lll2, A-I06iO Wien. DE.
Osterrelch ln der Europiischen
Unlon. Anforderungen und
Chancen f0r dle Wlrtschaft
(Austria ln the European Union.
Demands and Opportunltles lor the
Economy)
OsreRRrtcxrscHES tNslrur FUR
WTRTSCHAFTSFORSCHUNG (W|FO) (1 ee4)
This volume assesses the medium- and
long-term impact on the Austrian
economy of EU enty. Apart from look-
ing at the overall and sectoral economic
impact, it assesses the nature and extent
of regional structural change, as well as
developments in business formation and
direct investment. The latitude for envi-
ronmental and transport policy develop-
ment is also explored.
The authors predict a positive overall
economic impact with the benefits of
entry amounting to an additional2.S%o
increase in GDP by the year 2000. This
will result in a net employment effect of
42,300jobs created. This is based on the
calculation that sectors with adjustrnent
problems (trade, manufacture of food-
stuffs, agriculture and forestry) and sec-
tors displayinC a high productivity dy-
namic (paper indusbry, energy genera-
tion and transport) stand to shed 10,700
jobs, while 53,0@ jobs will be created in
construction, services, metalworking,
tourism and catering. Agriculture is the
sector with the greatest adjustrnent prob-
lems and a whole chapter is dedicated to
this issue.
Two areas receive particular atten-
tion in the analysis of possible adverse
economic effects. One is the expected
increase in imports occasioned partly by
the wave of investrnents following EU
entry and its subsequent rise in the de-
mand for imported investment goods.
This may well exceed export demand,
thus increasing the balance of payments
deficit. A growing entry of foreign brand
names onto the Austrian market is also to
Available from: Osteneichisches Institut fiir
Wirtschaftsforschung, Arsenal, Objekt 20, A- 1030
Wien. DE.
Osterreichische Arbeitsmarktpotltl k(Austrlan Labour Market Pollcy)
BUNDESMINISTCNIUT'./ TOR ARSEIT UND
sozrALEs (1ee4)
This brochure provides a comprehensive
overview of current Austrian labour mar-
ket policy. The fust section refers to the
separation of the Employment Service
from the overall framework which took
place in 1994 and stands to have an effect
on the design of labour market policy in
the future.
The recent reorganisation brought a
change in the structure of decision-mak-
ing, with more power being accorded to
the social parhers and provincial offices.
ffis will inevitably entail changes in
political alignment.
The second part of the publication
concentrates on the broad spectrum of
active labour market policies. It includes
an overyiew of raditional forms of active
labour market policy, such as trainilg
and employment measures, as well as
new instruments such as the labour foun-
dations which are attaining increasing
importance due to structural changes in
the economy. An overview shows ex-
penditure on such policies which in 1993
stood at 6,934 million ATS.
The third part of the brochure looks at
passive labour market policy measures
which include unemployment benefit,
income support and other benefits de-
signed to enable the transition to retire-
ment and parenthood. In 1993, expendi-
ture on passive labour market policies
amounted to 41,977 million ATS. The
fourth part covers the legal regulations
governing the labour market (ie, con-
cerning the employment of foreigners).
Available from: Bundesministerium ftir Arbeit
und Soziales, Stubenring I, A-1010 Wien. DE.
Tellzeltarbelt - Auswirkungen einer
f lexlbleren Arbeitsorganlsatlon
(Part-tlme Work - Elfects of More
Flexible Work Organisation)
LUDwtG BoLTZMANN-tNsrrur rUR
wAcHSTUMSFORSCHUNG (1 99s)
This study looks at the development of
part-time work in Austria as well as the
social and labour law framework cover-
ing part-time work. It also includes the
results of a survey on the working condi-
tions of female part-time workers.
Part-time employment has increased
more substantially than full-time work
since the mid-1980s. This is particularly
the case in the areas of office work and
administration, trade, catering and clean-
ing. In 1992 part-time work made up
8.6Vo of emFloyment, with significant
differences between the sexes: the rate of
part-time employment was 19Vo for
women and 7.67o for men. The increase
in part{ime employment has been an
important factor in the growth of female
labour market participation rates.
An analysis of labour market trends
shows a significant discrepancy between
supply and demand. Particularly in the
retail and administrative sectors the de-
mand for part-time work far outweighs
supply. There is, in particular, a grcat
shortage in suitable part-time employ-
ment opportunities for highly qualified
women. An income analysis shows that
for two thirds of part-time workers in-
come from such employment is insuffi-
cient to cover all necessary expenses. In
spite of legislation providing for the equal
treatrnent of full- and part-time workers
in most areas, there remains widespread
discrimination against part-time employ-
ees in matters such as levels of work,
working time, adherence to break times
and the remuneration of overtime. Legis-
lative changes and the improvement of
part-time workers' knowledge of their
rights could go some way towards allevi-
ating this situation.
Available from: Ludwig Boltzmann-lnstitut ftir
Wachstumsforschung, Maria-TheresienstraBe 24l
5, A-1010 V/ien. DE.
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Finland
Economic Trends
After a good performance for most of the
1980s, the Finnish economy was hit by
severe recession in 1991. A slowdown
was already under way in early 1990, and
in the next 3 years, output declined by
around l2?o -themost severe drop in any
OECD country. As a consequence of the
deep recession, unemployment rates rose
nearly six-fold injust a few years, reach-
ing an average level of 18.47o n 1994 -
the second highest figure in the OECD
countries. This dramatic surge in unem-
ployment contrasts with the relatively
impressive labour market perfonnance
of the preceding three decades, when
unemployment in Finland was generally| - 3Vo below the OECD average. The
main factor behind the crisis was a col-
lapse in domestic demand, but the de-
pression was also exacerbated by exter-
nal shocks such as the recession in the
world economy, a collapse in exports to
the former Soviet Union and a reversal of
the favourable terms of trade. The rela-
tive significance ofthe individual factors
underlying the economic crisis has been
the subject of extensive debate in Fin-
land. Fundamental questions about the
conduct of macro-economic policy have
also been raised, because the process of
decline started with the deregulation of
financial markets in the mid-1980s.
In early 1993, the Bank of Finland
asked three foreign experts - Professor
Christian Bordes from Bordeaux, David
Currie from London and Hans Tson
Sdnderstrtim from Stockholm - to present
their views on the causes of the crisis and
on the future ouflook for the Finnish
economy and economic policy. Given
the similarities with the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s (including a banking
crisis and debt deflation) and the experi-
ence of other countries like Sweden, a
few comparative analyses have also been
conducted in recent years. Papers pre-
sented at the 40th Anniversary Sympo-
siumThe Great Depression of the 1990s
in Finland: Izssons and Solutians atthe
Yrj ti Jahnsson Foundation in August I 994
provide additional perspectives on these
issues.
Labour Market Trends
Labour market developments during the
recession have been considered in sev-
eral reports. The proceedings of the Syz-
posium on Unemployment miln1Y deal
with the consequences of poor economic
performance, although some aspects re-
lating to the functioning of the labour
market are also raised. The study by
Santam?iki-Vuori and Sauramo focuses
on recent developments in youth unem-
ployment in Finland. It highlights how
strongly the opportunity to study fea-
tured in young people's labour market
behaviour during the recession years. La-
bour force participation rates decreased
by almost 4OVo among teenagers and
l4vo among those aged 2o-24yeas. N-
though the number of employed young
people decreased by 5OVo during the re-
cession, their unemployment rate did not
increase relative to that of adults. This
was due to the sharp drop in labour supply
among young workers, who chose to fol-
low courses of higher education rather
than enter an unfavourable labour mar-
ket. This trend is likely to reverse with
the economic upswing, thus slowing down
any reduction in the unemployment rate.
The Finnish oconomy started to re-
cover at the end of 1993, as nearly two
years of strong growth in exports were
finally beginning to be reflected else-
where in the economy. Lower interest
rates, which were equally crucial to the
recovery were made possible by the float-
ing of the Finnisft marka (FIM) in Sep-
tember 1992. Economic growth is ex-
pected to accelerate this year and the
short-term economic outlook is gener-
ally considered to be favourable. How-
ever, high unemployment and burgeon-
ing public debt will remain key problems
for the Finnish economy in the near fu-
ture. The management of these problems
will require several years of economic
growth. An authoritative address on me-
dium-tenn economic prospects was pre-
sented by an independent working group
appointed by the President of the Repub-
lic last year. The working group's pro-
posals provide elements of an action pack-
age that is supposed to set the Finnish
economy on the path of sustainable growth
by the year 2000, and cut unemployment
to 200,@0, from the average level of
456,000 in 1994. Strong economic
growth, averaging 57o aleu, is thought
to be a necessary, albeit insufficient,
precondition for attaining this ambitious
target. Sizeable cuts in public expendi-
ture are felt to be a key element in creat-
ing a basis for lowering long-term inter-
est rates and hence creating stable eco-
nomic growth. The report also proposes
supplementary measures in orderto tackle
unemployment, such as changes in the
tax structure, a scaling up of labour mar-
ket programmes and experimens with
various working time arrangements, for
example, a job rotation system or a shift
model whereby employees work 6 hours
in two 6 hour shifts, bringing total oper-
ating hours to 12.
In its political programme the new
Finnish government accorded job crea-
tion top priority and emphasised the joint
responsibility of the social partners in
reaching the ambitious target of halving
unemployment before the next general
election. The planned cuts in public ex-
penditure - amounting to FIM 20 billion
in four years - aim to stabilise state debt
as a percentage of GDP in conditions of
moderate growth, thus eliminating pres-
sures on interest rates caused by growing
public debt. Apart from cuts in public
expenditure, cuts in individual social se-
curity connibutions, designed to ease the
burden on income tax, are also part of the
fiscal programme. These are measures
which also found the support of the
working group.
Membershlp of the EU
Finnish membership of the European
Union has been analysed in a number of
studies in recent years. The impact of
accession is usually considered on a
sectoral basis. Studies focused particu-
larly on the agricultural and the public
sector, and looked at trade, taxation and
social security policy, as well as environ-
mental and macro-economic policy in
the context of European Monetary Un-
ion. The recent report by Kotilainen,
l0
Alho and Erkkil[ represents a carefully
elaborated contribution to the Finnish
debale pertinent to European economic
integration, the weighting of arguments
in the report reflecting quite commonly
held views in Finland. However, in evalu-
ating the costs of currency union two
issues are dealt with too superficially.
The premise that the independent ex-
change rate policy has in the past (in
stabilising the competitiveness of the
private sector) also served to stabilise the
whole economy, is accepted without ques-
tion. Previous recurrent devaluations of
the Finnish marka have certainly entailed
inefficiency effects. If these harmful ef-
fects are neglected, the loss of monetary
autonomy could indeed be viewed as a
mere disadvantage. Yet changes in real
exchange rates are sometimes inevitable.
The consequences of adjusting exchange
rates either by changes in nominal ex-
change rates or by changes in domestic
wages and prices are not given any seri-
ous consideration.
Greater labour market flexibility is
advocated without acknowledging any
possible problems. Firm-level wage flex-
ibility - similar to recurrent devaluations
at the macro-level - may maintain ineffi-
ciency by offering management a free
insurance against inadequate perform-
ance, while providing an insufficient in-
centive for the formulation of more inno-
vative company strategy. Difficulties in
tying down trained employees may also
provide inadequate incentives for pro-
viding in-house training. There seems to
be some trade-off between short-term
flexibility and long-term efficiency.
Greater flexibility in the short-tefln may
include risks of inefficiency, entrenching
the long-term dependence of the economy
on low pay as a means of competitive
survival. This trade-offis often neglected
as unfortunately it is in this report.
Revlew of publlcatlons
Proceedings of the Symposlum on
Unemployment
ERIKSSoN T, rcppArueru s, ToSSAVAINEN P
(EDS) (1ee4)
This book is a collection of papers which
were first presented at the symposium on
unemployment held in Finland in No-
vember 1993. The purpose of the sympo-
sium was to discuss the causes and conse-
quences of high unemployment, as well
as possible remedies. The papers provide
a useful perspective on the Finnish unem-
ployment problem. Besides describing
the characteristics of the problem they
focus on two main topics: long-term un-
employment and wage structure. Most
contributors are Finnish but authors from
Poland and Denmark provide additional
insights into the problem of persistent
unemployment: one from recent experi-
ence in a country in transition and an-
other from lessons drawn from a large
follow-up study using a longitudinal da-
tabase of individuals collated in the 1980s.
Apart from a few more general contri-
butions, the papers tend to present the
results ofongoing research projects. The
macro-economic study on long-term un-
employment in Finland conducted over
the period 1970 - 1992 lends no support
to the hypothesis that the proportion of
long-term unemployed people is affected
by the generosity of the unemployment
benefit system. [n the papers on the wage
structure two findings are particularly
apparent. Firstly, fifteen years of wage
compression was followed by widening
wage differentials during the late 1980s.
Wage inequality has increased in almost
every age, gender, industry and educa-
tional category. Secondly, even after con-
trolling for a broad set ofpersonal andjob
characteristics substantial industry-re-
Iated wage differentials remain. Nearly
half of the observed wage dispersion
across Finnish industries can be attrib-
uted to different levels of qualification in
the labour force.
Govemment Institute for Economic Research
Publications 14. Available from: Government In-
stitute for Economic Research, Hiimeentie 3, FIN-
00530, Helsinki. EN
Nuorten tyfittiimyys Suomessa
vuosina 1993 - 1994 (Youth
Unemployment in Flnland in 1993 -
1994)
SANTAMAKt-vuoRr r, SAURAMo p (199s)
This study considers the main develop-
ments in youth unemployment. The rela-
tive position of young people in compari-
son with adults is analysed both in terms
of employment and unemployment rates
in the course of the recession and at the
beginning of the recovery. In addition the
accumulation of youth unemployment
and the effects of education and labour-
market measures on the incidence and
characteristics of youth unemployment
are considered.
The results show that when develop-
ments in youth and adult unemployment
rates are compared, it can be seen that the
relative position of young people did not
worsen during the recession. However,
the number of young people employed
has clearly contracted more than that of
adults. The deterioration in employment
was not fully visible in youth unemploy-
ment figures due to the fact that the
supply of labour has diminished because
of a rise in education enrolment rates.
The number of full-time students was
abott3OVo higher in 1994 than in 1990.
During the depression studying therefore
acted as a buffer which dampened the
impact of the deteriorating labourmarket
position on the living conditions ofyoung
people.
However, in spite of higher enrol-
ment rates in education, the unemploy-
ment experience has started to worsen
among young people. The duration of
spells of unemployment increased and
the recurrence of unemployment spells
became more coflrmon. During the pe-
riod 1991- 1994, more than8o7o of those
young people who were unemployed in
the early phase of the recession experi-
enced recurrent spells of unemployment.
The labour market position of educated
young people has clearly been better than
for poorly trained young people. Thus
sound education has given some shelter
from unemployment.
During the depression, labour market
measures changed significantly. In the
eady phase, temporary jobs were pro-
vided for young unemployed people
mainly in the public sector. This was due
to the obligations of the Employment
Act, which were repealed from the begin-
ning of 1993. In the latter halfof 1994, as
much as 7O7o of placements among teen-
agers were made to work practice with-
out pay or an employment contract against
a new unemployment benefit, the so-
called labour market support.
Studies inLabour Policy. Avulable from: Min-
istry of labour, Publications sale, Box 536, FIN-
33101 Tampere. FI.
Continued on page 12
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Presidentla! Working Group on
Employment: Unemployment down
to 200 000
MrNtsrRY oF LABOUR (1994)
ln 1994, the Finnish President appointed
a working group with the task of identiff-
ing obstacles to a permanent cut in unem-
ployment and making recommendations
for effective measures to reduce unem-
ployment. The working group was to
work independently, yet in sufficiently
close co-operation with the political par-
ties, the authorities, the social partners
and representatives of business and in-
dustry. A digest ofvarious measures pro-
posed to reduce unemployment, such as
those included in recent reports like the
OECD Jobs Study ortheEU White Paper
on Growth, Competitiveness qnd Em-
ployment, was prepared as background
material.
In its findings the Working Group
warned that the prevailing economic up-
swing could well be rather short-lived if
the economy is dominated by an unbri-
dled fight over income distribution. A
credible public economic stabilisation
programme would also have to be
launched to overcome present difficul-
ties. The report's recommendations are
based on the following vision of the
outcome of its proposals: firstly, total
output will rise rapidly during the second
half of the 1990s, prompting a fast in-
crease in permanent jobs. Secondly, re-
forms in the tax and social security sys-
tem and in working life will be made,
with the outcome of creating employ-
ment opportunities. Thirdly, more inten-
sive training and research will further the
upgrading of skills and production proc-
esses. Fourthly, intensive special pro-
grammes will combat long-term and youth
unemployment and finally, new economic
and social approaches will win accept-
ance among the nation at large.
The proposals constitute an action
package that would set the Finnish
economy on the path to sustainable growth
that will effectively promote employ-
ment. It is estimated that the strong eco-
nomic growth will createjobs for270,000
people, with special programmes to boost
demand for labour which it is estimated
will cut unemployment by a further
60,000 by the year 2000. The aim of the
programme is to propose lines of action
to generate the required growth, such as
limiting government expenditure, main-
taining good competitiveness and easing
income tax, as well as to undertake sup-
plementary measures related to improve-
ments in the functioning of the labour
market which should help to reduce un-
employment to the target level of 200,000
by the year 2000.
Available from: hinting Office Book Shop,
Valtikka, Eteliiesplanadi 4, FIN-001 30 Helsinki.
EN.
Suomen valmistautuminen EMU-
jiisenyyteen (Finland's Preparatlon
tor EMU Membership)
KOTILAINEN M, ALHO K, ERKKILA M (1994)
This book was commissioned by the
Ministry of Trade and Industry and has
two main aims. The first is to analyse the
economic motivations behind, and the
strategies for the transition to Economic
and Monetary Union (EMU). Secondly,
it is to study the effects of Finland's
participation in EMU, putting special
emphasis on the challenges for fiscal
policy, and the functioning of the labour
market in the new environment.
In the first chapters of the study it is
argued that the main benefits of EMU are
micro-economic cost and efficiency
gains, and macro-economic credibility
gains. Credibility gains are due to the
abolition of currency risks with respect to
EMU countries. Because Finland has,
from time to time, suffered from very
high interest rates by international stand-
ards, an increase in credibility could di-
minishinterestrate fluctuations and lower
interest rates.
The cost of the introduction of a com-
mon currency is discussed by comparing
the structure ofproduction and the coun-
try composition of foreign trade in Fin-
land with that of other Union members.
The report argues that as the similarity of
such structures increases, so does the
similarity in the size and nature of eco-
nomic disturbances experienced. The
greater such similarities are, the lower
the cost is of disarming any independent
monetary and exchange rate policy. The
study concludes that differences in the
structures of production and trade are
still substantial - though diminishing -
which requires more efficient use of the
remaining economic policy instruments.
It also requires the introduction of new
innovative measures to tackle the differ-
ent and greater shocks pertinent to the
Finnish economy compared with other
Union members. For this purpose, greater
flexibility in fiscalpolicy, increasing flex-
ibility in the labour market with respect
to wages, as well as greater labour mobil-
ity are called for. The study focuses on
the principles that these arrangements
should comply with, rather than formu-
late concrete proposals for such meas-
ures. Yet the authors place great empha-
sis on firm-level contracts in order to
stabilise profitability at the local level.
Research Institute for the Finnish Economy,
Series B103. Available from: Taloustieto Oy,
Yrjiinkatu 13, FIN-00120 Helsinki. FI.
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Sweden
Most severe recession since the
1930s
The Swedish economy is currently re-
covering from the most severe recession
since the 1930s. During the period be-
tween 1991 and 1993 GDP decreased by
57o, which is a more serious decline ttran in
any other OECD country except Finland.
Prior to this dramatic downturn, the
Swedish labour market was characterised
by very low unemployment figures in an
intemational comparison. During the pre-
vious economic slowdown in the early
I 980s, unemployment rates pakeJ' at3.5Vo.
In 1 993, the conesponding fi glure w x 8.2Vo,
with only aminordecrease to 8.O7oinl994.
The Swedish labour force participa-
tion rate has been declining since 1991
but remains high in an international com-
parison, particularly for women. The to-
tal figure was 78Voit1994,of wlttchTg%o
were men and767o women.
Extensive labour market
programmes
The use of active labour market policy
measures designed to combat unemploy-
ment and improve the functioning of the
labour market has a long history in Swed-
ish economic policy. The current extent
of labour market programmes is mark-
edly higher compared to the situation
during previous slowdowns. ln 1994,
around 5Vo of the labour force partici-
pated in such programmes (excluding
programmes for disabled workers). This
means that, in 1994, around l3Vo of the
labour force were either unemployed or
on labour market programmes. Evalua-
tions of such labour market initiatives
indicate that, in the present economic
situation, their labour market impact has
been less favourable than in earlierperiods.
Factors behind the recession
The recession and remarkable rise in
unemployment started as a collision be-
tween inflationary wage developments
and efforts to pursue a hard currency
policy. This followed a period of re-
peated devaluations in the second half of
the 1970s and the early 1980s. The result-
ing loss of international competitiveness
was followed by a rise in interest rates,
collapsing real estate prices and a related
severe financial crisis in the early 1990s.
At the same time, and partly as a result
of a tax reform increasing the incentive to
save, there was a substantial reversal in the
household savings rate. ffis had been nega-
tive during most of the late 1980s and also
in 1 990, as a consequence of earlier periods
of negative after-tax interest rates and a
deregulation of the credit market which
facilitated loan possibilities.
All these developments led to an ex-
traordinary slump both in domestic and
international demand in the 1990s. Un-
employment started to rise rapidly,
albeit from an extremely low level. After
the floating of the Krona in November
1992 and the following sizeable depre-
ciation, weak domestic demand, under-
lined by a continuing sharp rise in the
household savings rate, has become the
main short-term problem. At the same
time exports are soaring.
Drastic deterioration of public
finances
During the recession, there was a drastic
deterioration of public finances in Swe-
den, mainly due to lower tax revenues,
expenses for labour market policy meas-
ures, unemployment benefit and other
costs related to high unemployment. As a
consequence ofa large accumulated pub-
lic sector deficit, the debt-to-GDP ratio
rose rapidly, from less than5OVo in 1990
to around 857o in 1994.
A restrictive fiscal policy has been
proposed to remedy the drastic deteriora-
tion in public finances. The new minority
Social Democrat government, which took
office after the general election in Sep-
tember 1994, has stated that a rapid in-
crease in labour demand is not an ad-
equate solution to the problem of unem-
ployment. Instead, it states that policy
must emphasise measures aimedat adapt-
ing labour supply to the structure of de-
mand and generally improving labour
market efficiency. New jobs must prima-
rily be created in the private sector.
Slow decrease in unemployment
projected
The deterioration of public finances has
increased the risk premia on long-term
interest rates. There are serious doubts
among investors concerning the ability
of policy-makers to tackle the high budg-
et deficit. Rapid debt accumulation has
revived fears of possible problems con-
taining inflation in the future. High inter-
est rates are likely to continue to depress
domestic demand. In the Government
forecast in Komplette r ing spropo sitionen
I 994/95 ; I 50 (The Supplementary Budg-
etBill1995196)r, an annual GDP growth
rate in the 2.5 - 37o range is predicted for
1995 and 1996. This growth rate will not
substantially facilitate a lowering of un-
employment fi gures. The unemployment
rate is expected to decrease slowly to
around 6Vo n 1996 while around 5%o of
the labour force will continue to be on
labour market programmes. The forecast
from the National Institute for Economic
ResearctU Konjwtlourkiga Mars 1995 ([he
Swedish Economy March 1995)1, projects
similar figures.
Review of publications
To underline the above discussion, the
review of publications in this issue fo-
cuses on two recent major studies on
currentproblems in the Swedish economy
and one major study addressing the pos-
sible economic consequences of Swe-
den's entry into the European Union. All
three reports have aroused some contro-
versy in the Swedish debate.
The scope of analysis in the report
Turning Sweden Around is very compre-
hensive. The study Iooks at recent policy
developments in order to identify the
causes of current problems in the Swed-
ish economy. It also highlights character-
istics of the Swedish institutional frame-
work and processes of decision-making
t3
deemed to contribute to economic insta-
bility, low economic efficiency and slow
growth. The main argument of this study
is that the design of simple policy solu-
tions is not enough to solve the current
crisis. The authors argue that what is
required is a combination of economic
and political analyses aimed at making
recommendations for the redesigning of
political institutions and policy-making
mechanisms. The report has attracted
substantial attention in the economic de-
bate, and certainly contributes to a better
understanding of the complexity of the
current crisis in Sweden.
NBER-rapporten. Vdlfiirdsstat i
omvandling (The NBER-report. The
Welfare State in Transition) pursues two
main themes. The first looks at how a
very even distribution of wages and in-
comes, together with the tax pressures
historically prevailing in Sweden, have
been able to combine with low unem-
ployment and, to all appearances, an ac-
ceptable growth rate. The other theme
assesses the built-in conflict between the
twin goals of a relatively even income
distribution and maintaining economic
effrciency, arguing that this conflict is
growing more serious with time. Critics
ofthis report focus on the fact that the all-
pervading American perspective on the
Swedish economy yields an exaggerated
picture of the welfare state, and that the
collapse in demand after 1990 is not
accorded a sufficiently important role in
explaining the current crisis. Moreover,
one particular analysis, based on the tacit
assumption that only mothers are respon-
sible for the care of children, is seen as
being obsolete. The study's systematic
view that factors such as low unemploy-
ment, high taxes, a compressed wage
structure, high labour force participation
(but relatively few hours worked), and
subsidised child care are connected and
reinforce each other is, however, inter-
esting. Problems arise when the system is
exposed to severe disturbances and when
formerly used remedies cannot be ap-
plied in new circumstances.
The report Sweden and Europe a.s-
sesses the differential impactonthe Swed-
ish economy of a) joining the European
Union b) merely being part of the Internal
Market as part of the EEA Agreement or
c) not participating in the Internal Market
at all. It suggests that the most important
long-term economic advantage of mem-
bership compared with a continued EEA
Agreement is a permanently higher share
of investments relative to GDP.
The study has proved controversial
for a number of reasons (see for example
the discussion in Norden i EU - Vad
siiger ekonomerru om effekterna? (The
Accession of the Nordic Countries to the
European Union)2. One critical argument
asserts that the analysis is biased towards
the positive economic effects of mem-
bership of the European Union. Another
argument maintains that the assumptions
underlying the macro-economic
simulations have not been adequately
scrutinised and that no far-reaching con-
clusions can therefore be made on the
basis of the simulation results.
NBER-rapporten. Vdlf6rdsstat i
omvandllng. Amerlkanskt
perspeldlv pa den svenska
modellen (The NBER-report. The
Welfare State in Transitlon. An
Amerlcan Perspectlve on the
Swedish Model)
FREEMAN R B, SWEDENBORG B, TOPEL R
(EDS) (1ess)
This study was written as a joint project
benreen the Center for Business and Policy
Studies (SNS, a Swedish organisation) and
an American research organisation, the
National Bureau for Economic Research
(NBER), forthe purpose of analysing struc-
nrral problems in the Swedish economy.
It covers different characteristics of
the welfare state and of the workings of
the labourmarket, and how these features
affect productivity development, growth
and international competitiveness. The
study is comprised of different independ-
ent chapters, based on research reports
(occasional papers). According to the
statutes of NBER, no direct policy rec-
ommendations are given.
The recurring assessment in the dif-
ferent chapters is, that one of the most
important questions is, how can the costs
for the Swedish welfare state be effi-
ciently cut in order for the system to be
sustainable in the future? The distorting
effects of tax wedges on resource alloca-
tion are thoroughly discussed. It is ar-
gued that if the current high levels of
unemployment become persistent, the
pressure on government costs will be
even more sizeable, thus forcing addi-
tional cuts in the system oftransfer pay-
ments, a system that has to a large extent
contributed to the even distribution of
income in Sweden.
Availablefrom: SNS F6rlag, Box5629, S-l 14 86
Stockholm. SV. English version to be published by
the University ofChicago Press in late 1995 or early
1996.
Sverige och Europa. En
samhillsekonomlsk
konsekvensanalys. (Sweden and
Europe. Commlttee ol Enquiry:
Consequences of the EU tor
Sweden - the Economy. Summary
and Conclusions)
vARrous AUTHORS, MOLIN B, (DIRECTOR)
(1es4)
This study was undertaken by a commit-
tee appointed by the govemment, with
the mission to investigate the economic
consequences for Sweden ofvarious types
of participation in the process of Western
European integration. The original main
report, Sverige och Europa. En samhiills-
ekonnmisk konsekv ensanalyJ, was accom-
panied by nine annexes written by vari-
ous experts. The English version contains
only the summary and conclusions.
According to the report, the economic
consequences of membership of the Eu-
ropean Union differ from the effects of
mere participation in the EEA Agreement
in two respects. The frst is that the total
volume of investments may be expected
to increase as a result of entry because
companies which are dependent on ex-
ports and trade know that the conditions
for participating in the Internal Market
will be stable. The EEA Agreement may
be terminated subject to one year's notice
on either side. The short-term upswing
resulting from membership could be sub-
stantial and would spread via multiplier
effects into other areas of the economy.
The second aspect is that, as long as
companies do not regard the EEA Agree-
ment as fully comparable to membership
in terms of stability and long-term char-
acter, there will be differences in the
direction of investments. According to
the study, membership of the Ewopean
Union could bring more specialised in-
vestments.
Available from: Fritzes kundd?inst, 5-106 47
Stockholm. SV. English version available from:
Ministry of Finance, Press Secretary, S- 103 33 Stock-
holm.
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Turning Sweden Around
LINDBECK A, MOLANDEB P, PERSSON T,
PETERSON O, SANDMOA, SWEDENBORG B,
THYGESEN N (1994)
This book contains the main report from
a commiffee appointed by the Swedish
government in 1992, charged with ana-
lysing the economic crisis in Sweden,
dealing with short-term as well as long-
term problems. The original main report,
Nya villkorfdr ekonomi och politik, was
published in 1993 accompanied by two
annexes (a total of 27 papers) containing
background material ard texts written by
various experts.
The study focuses on three major
challenges: most urgently the reduction
of cyclical instability to enable a depar-
ture from the current deep economic re-
cession and to avoid high long-term un-
employment; the achievement of a more
efficient use of resources in both the
private and the public sectors; and finally
the improvement of the long{erm growth
performance of the Swedish economy.
The authors argue that the crisis in
Sweden is explained by both system fail-
ures and specific policy misjudgements:
a complex mixture of chronic (long-
term) and acute (short-term) problems.
The system failures include distorted
incentives and markets, ageing institu-
tions and ossified decision-making
mechanisms which have notbeen condu-
cive to favourable long-term economic
outcomes. The chronic problems are re-
vealed in low productivity growth in
both the private and the public sectors.
The acute problems are clearly evident
in the deep recession, the financial crisis
and the large public deficits.
The report emphasises that good
policy advice is not enough, it is also
necessary to analyse and reform the in-
stitutions which continually produce un-
desirable outcomes, with respect not only
to macro-economic stability but also to
economic efficiency and growth. Thepro-
posed institutional reforms are designed
to restore a highly competitive market
system and to facilitate a responsible
fiscal stabilisation programme. The re-
port maintains that this would also en-
hance the medium-term credibility of
government policies and provide scope
for a more expansionary policy in the
short-term.
Available from: MIT Press, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, USA. EN. Swedish version available
from Fritzes kundtjiinst S-106 47 Stockholm.
' 
Available from: Fritzes kundtjiinst, S- 106 47,
Stockholm. EN, SV.
2Available from: SNS Fiirlag, Box 5629,
S-l 14 86 Stockholm. SV. English version available
from Blackwell Publishers, Oxford, UK.
of 14existing social companies in the French
speaking part of Belgium. On the basis of
these brief papers, they carry out a compara-
tive analysis in order to illuminate the man-
agement and employment characteristics of
such companies, ie, the kind of people ttrey
employ; the training they receive; the results
obtained in terms of successful re-integration
into the labour market; their funding and the
legal concessions which applied to the initial
project; and the factors which have allowed
their creation, such as the profile and
motivations of their founders, the role of
sponsors, chosen activities and legal status.
In the second part of the study, the
authors analyse similar enterprises in Flan-
ders, notably the SocialeWerkplaatsen, but
also outside Belgium, such as the integra-
tion companies in France and the social
solidarity co-operatives whose numbers
have grown at an astonishing rate in Italy.
The two following parts look more to
the future. Particular attention is given to
two questions which have an important
bearing on the future of social companies:
Belgium
D6velopper I'entreprlse sociale.
Portralts d'aujourd'hui. Questions
pour demaan (Developtng the
'Social Company'. Today's Protiles.
Ouestions for Tomorrow)
DEFOURNY J
This study was commissioned by the
Fondation Roi Baudouin and carried out by
researchers atthe Department forthe Study
of the Social Economy at the University of
LiBge. It is designed to contribute to the
debate on how to develop new options for
theemployment of low skilled individuals.
There is a rising number of long-term un-
employed people who stand very little
chance ofever being re-integrated into the
traditional labour market. This is despite
efforts and initiatives which have emerged
from the public authorities such as training
to re-qualify those individuals whose skills
are no longer needed in the labour market,
measures to encourage employers to em-
ploy low skilled long-term unemployed peo-
ple and otherpublic employment initiatives
as well as those by the charitable sector,
and what has more generally come to be
known as the sector of the'social economy'.
Albeitproposing only partial, but at the
same time bold and innovative responses to
the problem of unemployment among low
skilled people, these initiatives are faced
with financial limitations due to the fact
that they rely almost entirely on public
finances to cover salary costs. This has
increased interest in the concept of the so-
called social companies. These are compa-
nies which subscribe to entrepreneurial dy-
namics and combine commercial and non-
commercial resources with the aim of
achieving the integration of poorly quali-
fied individuals into the open labour mar-
ket.
It is precisely these initiatives which the
authors have chosen to investigate, starting
with an analysis of existing experiences - in
Belgium and elsewhere - and examining the
conditions and the possible terms for the
development of such companies.
This publication is divided into five
parts. Initially the authors paint the picture
15
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the possible challenge of unfair competi-
tionclaims and theresentment againsttheir
privileged access to public procurement
contracts. With regard to the former the
study goes through the relevant parts of
national and European competition law in
detail to see whether the granting of sub-
stantial public subsidies to social compa-
nies could be open to legal challenge in a
market where they could crowd out tradi-
tional enterprises. With regard to access to
public procurement contracts the study
shows the important role certain public
authorities, particularly at the local level,
can play in re-integration policy.
Finally, in the lastpart the authors refer
to a number of draft bills which have re-
cently been proposed regarding the provi-
sion of social companies with a specific
legal status, recognition and support which
they are so far lacking. They examine par-
ticularly a model of integration companies
which benefit from a substantial exemption
from employers' contributions and certain
subsidies to assist them in the creation of
stable jobs for poorly qualified people. On
the basis ofdifferent possible scenarios it is
shown that it will indeed lower the financial
burden on society: its predicted impact on
public funds is largely positive since it
eases the burden on the social security
system as well as generating supplemen-
tary tax revenue.
Available from: LENTIC, 1 Chemin du Trdfle,
Bl3, 84000 Liege (Sart Tilman). FR.
Arbeidsmarkt en sociale wetgeving
Niet-arbeid? Wel arbeid! (Labour
Market and Social Legislation. No
Work? Good Work!)
VAN STEENBERGE J, KLOSSE S, VAN DIJK H
(1 ees)
To avoid the creation of an increasingly
large pool of individuals who find them-
selves excluded from the traditional labour
market, the public authorities have - since
the end of the 1970s - introduced a large
number of initiatives aimed at the social re-
integration of unemployed people. This
study examines the impact of these initia-
tives. It is less concerned with the technical
or legal aspects than with the ideas behind
these policies.
The research addresses the following
questions: are the measures formulated in
Belgium and the Netherlands sufficient to
achieve a more equal distribution of la-
bour? Are current labour market initiatives
excessively inspired by a narrow minded
traditional concept of paid work in the Ia-
The question othowtocroat+ jobs and providetraining forunskilled workers isvery
much at tha forefront of the Essen concluslons and the Medlum Term Aclion
Pragramme. The two studtel refdrred to here mako an interesting @ntribution to this
debatd.The reportandthepapergivenbyProf SteenbergeWarkedoff alivelydebate-
One of the central quesllons was that of the definltion of he term sooial usefulness:
wha ls to determine tt? On the basls of which tactors is one to deeida which activity is
more usefulthan anoher? On this questian no reply ls given, which is regrettabla
bacausa this is wtthout a doubt where the real issue lies.
This report was produced within the tramework of a cycle of conferences
organised by the Fondafron Rai Baudouln on the theme Work, Na Work in Tomorro#'s
Sooteg'. The ablectlve was to enciurage refleetion and debate on the issue af
technological, demognphic, and eanomicand social changes in tho nextdecades
and their lmpaaton amployment and unenployment. A large number of studies on
thesethemeswerecaniedoutbythe FondattonRoi Baudouin,andfrpirmainftndings
are presented at monthly conferences.
The study on social mmpanles was canted out by a Untversity team of researchers
specialising ln the subtect of the social economy. ft was commlssionad by the
Fondation Roi Baudouin, which has, since lte establishment, played an adive part in
thestruggleagainstpovertyanddevelopmentof solidaw. Thlsstudylsonaexample
in a research series that focuses on tho ffiom@ at employment to which the Foundation
has decided to commit a large proportion of its resources over the next tew years.
This study has to be placed ln the conlF,rt of the debate gensrated by tha
pubticationoftheCEC'sWhrte Paperwhlch raisedthequestionofthepotentlalforiob
creation in the so.call€d third sector. lt is argued that this sector not only unstltutes
a labour lntensive growth sector but also halps to fulfil previously unmet needs.
Whlle the White Paper ls essentlally a discussion document, this research
providas anoreconcrele example looklng atcurrentpollcy tntttativasin Belglum and
usingseveral intenatlofial comparisons. It/ooks attheeflectotthedeve@mentof
social companies on public funds (a crucial conslderation in tha context of greater
budgetary austedty), hy attempting an evaluation of the potantlal for iob creation
eontained in these initiatives and flnally by rgfrading an tha tranderabtlity of this
tormula.
bour market, when in the current socio-
economic climate the notion of work should
command a wider definition? In analysing
a series ofpolicies proposed to assist in the
fight against unemployment, the authors
point out that the classical view of work is
currently changing. However, so far there
have been no efforts to put this widervision
into practice, for example by recognising
that the social value of unpaid work is
comparable to that accomplished in the
traditional labour market. To defend their
hypothesis the researchers analyse the im-
plementation, as well as the advantages and
disadvantages, of measures introduced with
the aim of creating jobs inside as well as
outside the traditional labour market.
From their exploration of the Belgian
and the Dutch situation, the authors' as-
sessment is that people continue to con-
siderpaidworkas thebestmeans of making
themselves socially useful. Most of the
measures instituted in the fight against un-
employment are aimed at re-integrating
benefit claimants into the paid labour mar-
ketby means of financial incentives. How-
ever, the use of such policies can be coun-
terproductive in the sense that measures
taken to support certain categories of claim-
ants can lead to other workers being priced
out ofjobs. There is a fear that this could
lead to the creation ofa dual society. The
traditional view of employment is also found
in the conditions imposed on claimants,
requiring them to carry out some socially
useful activity. This applies to the Nether-
lands as well as beneficiaries of the Belgian
system of "local aid for employment"
(ALE). The authors argue that the focus of
efforts on paid employment can also be
attributed to the way the social security
system is financed, ie through contribu-
tions from workers and employers. The
maintenance of anadequate volume of paid
work is a fundamental condition for the
operation of the system.
This has the perverse effect that only
those measures which aim to increase the
individual's chances of professional inte-
gration are considered useful. Activities
16
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undertaken outside the labour market are
not considered to be useful which explains
why there are more and more people who no
longer feel needed or useful to others and
society.
The authors argue that to resolve the
problem of unemployment one has to rec-
ogrrise the value ofall paid orunpaid activ-
ity. As this choice should be a right, the
criterion according to which benefits are
granted ought to be social usefulness. This
allocation should provide a basic minimum
while maintaining a sufficient financial in-
centive to assist the integration of individu-
als into the paid labourprocess. This exten-
sion also applies to the social security sys-
tem. The granting of abasic income should
be a first step towards the establishment of
a right to social protection.
Available from: Koning Boudewijn Stichting/
Fondation Roi Baudoin, Programma Toekomstzorg,
rue Br6derode 21, 1000 Bruxelles. NL.
scription of Spanish migration move-
ments from the beginning of the twenti-
eth century to the 1950s. The second
chapter looks at the period between the
Spanish Stabilisation Plan (1959) and the
first economic crisis (1975). During this
time migratory movements were very
closely related to regional and national
economic developments. These migra-
tions made it possible to transfer labour
between sectors and geographical areas.
The third part analyses the effects of the
economic crisis in the 1970s on migra-
tions (1974-85), a period during which
Spain witnessed a decrease in migration
flows. The lastpart ofthe bookcentres on
the economic recovery and Spain's new
situation in an international context.
Available from: Editorial Civitas, Ignacio
Ellacur(a, 3, 28017 Madrid. ES.
Generacl6n de empleo en Espafia:
perspectlvas y condlclonantes
(Employment Creatlon ln Spaln:
Outlook and Condltlonlng Factors)
GARCTA-PEREA P (199s)
Two of the most important characteris-
tics of the Spanish labour market are high
unemployment rates and the inability to
create employment opportunities. This
article evaluates the outlook of employ-
ment generation in the light of recent
labour market reforms. In order to do so,
the author first embarks on an analysis of
the evolution of the labour market in the
last thirty years. This is compared with
the situation in the United States labour
market which, contrary to the Spanish
Spain
La pen0ltlma relorma del mercado
de trabafo (The Penultlmate Beform
ol the Labour Market)
JTMENO J F, TOHARIA L (199s)
1994 wimessed the introduction of im-
portant labour market reforms which the
government hoped would improve the
competitiveness of Spanish companies
by increasing their adaptability, while at
the same time maintaining the European
culture of employee protection. This ar-
ticle attemps an asisessment of the ef-
fects ofthis reform on the operation ofthe
labour market. After only a year it is too
soon to assess their impact fully, so any
evaluation ofthe success or failure ofthe
reforms is, at this point, speculative. The
authors aim is therefore primarily to iden-
tify the main problems inherent in the
workings of the Spanish labour market,
by analysing up to what point these prob-
lems are caused by legal regulations.
Using the results of this analysis, they
make some predictions about the effec-
tiveness of the reforms.
This article is divided into three parts.
In the fust part, the main consequences of
labour legislation are identified. The next
two parts focus on two aspects of the
labour market which the authors consider
to be problematic (dismissal costs and
collective bargaining). The main conclu-
sion is that the 1994 reform is a step in the
right direction, but cannot be the final
answer to solving existing problems.
The authors argue that the debate
about the legal regulation of labour mar-
kets should be focused on the costs in-
curred by employers due to the operation
of such regulations. It is therefore neces-
sary to look at the labour market from a
macro-economic point of view. The au-
thors dispute the notion that the changes
introduced will have a significant effect
on the main macro-economic indicators.
Available from: Colegio de Economistas deMa-
dri4 Hennosila, 49, 2A@l Madrid" ES.
Emlgracl6n y economia en Espafia
(Mlgratlon and Economlc Analysls
ln Spaln)
RODENAS C (1994)
The main objective of this book is two-
fold: firstly, it intends to provide an analy-
sis of various topics surrounding the is-
sue of internal migration in Spain. Sec-
ondly, it raises some new hypotheses and
questions which could provide a focus
forfuture migration research. It also looks
at the influence of migration on the la-
bour market situation. The author analy-
ses the determinants of Spanish inter-re-
gional migration flows from the 196G to
the present, and studies the historical ori-
gin of migration and how this type of
movement affects the Spanish labour
market. She aims to explain the dynamic
of the migration pr@ess, its nature and
how it responds to changes in economic
variables. The author argues that it is
very important to know exactly what the
delerminants of migration are, otherwise
the efficiency of public policies could de-
crease, or even produce the opposite ef-
fects.
The book is structured in four parts. In
the fust part, there is an historical de-
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experience, has shown a high capacity
for employment creation. Secondly, she
analyses to what extent the earlier reform
of the Workers' Statute (1984) effected a
change in the observed trends. lastly, the
perspectives of employment creation in the
Spanish economy are analysed after the
most recent labour market refonn (1994),
as well as the conditioning variables that
may hinder the creation of new jobs.
Based on a Spain-USA comparative
analysis the author concludes that the
failure to create employment in Spain in
the last three decades is not only due to a
lack of dynamism during the expansion
phases, but also to the intense and pro-
longed falls in employment recorded in
the recessionary phases. This is seen to be
due to the rise in labour cosS during expan-
sions and the difficulties in adjusting em-
ploymentand wages during the downtums.
The 1984 reform has, as a conse-
quence, created a rise in employment,
although in practice all of the net jobs
created were temporary. The new reform
of the Workers' Statute approved inl994
intends to go some way towards solving
the problems in the Spanish labour mar-
ket, focusing on a global perspective.
The author assesses to what extent the
changes introduced are appropriate to
check the rise in labour costs and favour
rapid adjustments of employment and
wages.
Available from: Colegio de Economistas de
Madrid, Hermosilla" 49,28(X)l Madrid. ES.
The IS94 raform of labour market tryUlatlws l* one ol lha mdtrt
lssuas o{ debate ln the Spanish poltg, After two years of dlscus-
srtms abouf what kind of rgform wag neoded, the govemment
htaduaad a wide sat of measuras, lnaludlng the edtng of the
gavemment'e mawqly an lab placomofis, the promotlon of
paft-lime employftent- TN fall efteat of these measures remalns
tobeseen,
The papers by Jlrnano aN Taharta and Garcla-Perea, which
were publlehed in tho Annual Batarw of tha Spanlsh Economy
published by Colegto dp Econombfas (the offictal prolesslonal
assocldtiofi of aconamtsts), deal wftt thls issue fron dilfercnt
persp*cfriv*s, although bofr. t€nd to dopt tho view that the relorm
has not gono far enough to help satue Spaln? unemplayment
problem. Howevet, as Jlmeno and Tohafia recognlse, tt ls silil loo
ealy to detefintne the consaquencos of a refonn whi& ha* been
vary f w raaohi n g. They argue that theh fu ll afleets may &,lro eevaml
years ta ba feft, as they may aftect the whale ootledva bargaioing
aystem ln ways yet to be seen and analysed, The topb appears to
ba lar from closed aN further analyses ol thls lesue dre to bd
eryetd tn thg near tuture.
One of the lntercetingcharacterietlcs of Spanish unemploy-
mant is the @da reglanal dtfterentlal s, whlch have te nded to W rsist
over time, Labour ,,,,ar.klet a(J|ftamlsts have wondered why labour
move ments hav6 nat rospatrdred to theae differentials, thu s reduc-
ing he elemant of nlgrnatch. The book by Rodenas ls very
interesting as thers arc not many amprehensive studles on the
issue of lntemat mtgration tn Spatn- Its wide historical perspective
makee the pointthat a low level ot intemal mlgration hae not alwayg
been a problem but, on the contrary, it is nther a novel one.
Nthough there hava heen several research papars an thedetet-
minants of internal migratlon, thoy have tanded to focus on the
moro recent perlod, therefors failing to providethe parspeatlve
which this book offers.
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Statistical Supplement No 23
lnternational Migration in the European Union
This statistical supplement considers, from a Member State perspective, migration from within and outside of the European Union.
The data are taken from a Eurostat publication that concentrales on the recently released daa for 1992, thus covering a period of
substantial change in Europe, including the continuing unification process in Germany and the democratisation and fragmentation
of the states of Central and Eastern Europe.
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Commentary
lnternatlonal Mlgratlon ln the European Unlon
This statistical supplement considers, from a Member State
perspective, migration fros vithin and outside of the European
Union. The data are taken from a Eurostat publication that
concentrates on the recently released data for 1992,1 thus
covering a period of substantial change in Europe, including the
continuing unification process in Germany and the democrati-
sation and foagmentation of the states of Cental and Eastern
Europe.
Data Conslderatlons
There are some significant problems !o consider regarding the
available statistics on migration.2 Fintly, the measurement of
immigration and emigration is difficult since it largely rests on
interpretations of an individual's circumstances. For example,
some Member States use a register of such movements, whilst
others rely on survey-based information or population projec-
tions. No single system is without is problems, which is
unfortunate for comParabilitY.
More fundamentally, there are serious differences between
Member States conce,ming the recognition of migrants. For
example, there are different rules about the length of stay: some
Member States would record a person stayng for just a few
months 3s an immigrant whilst others apply much longer
residency rules. To add to the problem, some Member States
exclude ce(ain groups of people from the statistics. Asylum
seekers in particular are heated with great variation in the
statistics in virtually all Member States. Furthermore, some
Member States fail to provide any information at all. France, for
example, does not provide emigration figures and limits immi-
gration data to non-nationals only.
The Statlstlcs
For 1992, the basic numbers sf immigrants and emigranS to and
from the EU-15 Member States are shown in Figures la and lb.
la 1992, immigration to Germany was by far the highest, with
around 115 mittlon aniving. These were accounted fs1 mainly
by the continuing flows from Eastern Europe (a significant
proportion having German origrn). Aside from Germany the
largest flow was into the UK with 216,000 immigrants, fol-
towed by ltaly and France with just over half that number.
In terms of emigration from the EU Member States, again
the most significant flow was from Germany with around
72O,N0 leaving the country ta 1992. This to some extent
represents the transient nature of some of fts immigration, a
situation artificially bolstered by the German classification of
immigrants which includes those people who stay in excess of
just two months. The LIK had the nexthighestemigration figure
of 227,OC0,, a large proportion of which was to destinations
outside the EU except for a substrntial flow of around lOTo of
this total to Ireland (mostly kish nationals retuming home).
Expressed as a percentage of the total population, the
immigration and emigration figures asisume a different inter-
pretation. Figure 2a shows that Luxembourg had the highest
proportion sf immigpnts at2.74%o, reflecting its geographical
location (adjacent to Belgirrm, France and Germany) and small
size. The high number sf immigrants to Germany still repre-
sents acomparatively high proportion of its populatton(1.877o).
Ireland, Denmark, Belgium and the Netherlands also have
relatively high figures. fire information on emigntion is less
complete with four countries absent due to data limitations.
Nevertheless, the largest proportions are found in Luxembourg
(for the reasons atready mentioned),Ireland and Denmark.
pe1 many of the Member States the main sourss sf i mmi gra-
tion in L992was nationals returning home, in many cases after
a spell working abroad. In the case of Denmark, Greece, Spain
and Irelandmore than half the immigrants fell into this category
according to Figure 3a. However, in Belgium and Luxembourg,
in particular, the major source of immigration was from within
the EU, rsflecting theirpositions as centres of the institutions of
the EU. For Germany, Finland and Sweden almost three quar-
ters of immigrants were from outside the EU and this can
principally be attributed to the influx of immigrants from
Cental and Eastern Europe.
The statistics on sources of emigration are resnicted by the
unavailability of data in seven of the Member States @gure
3b). For the remaining eight where data is available, the
majority of emigrans were nationals of the country concerned.
In Denmark and Finland, for example, this accounted for almost
three quarters of all emigrants ta l992.In the case of Germany,
over707o were from non-EU counties and this again shows the
transitory nature of much of German immigration.
Figures 4a and 4b present an analysis of the ratio of women
immigrants and emigrants to men expressed as the number of
women per 1(X) men. In the majority of cases the number of men
entering the EU Member States exceeds that of women except
in a few instances. In the UK fs1 saample, the number of
women entering the country consistently exceeds the number of
men in all tbree categories shown. In Greece however, the ratio
is more variable with fewer female nationals but many more
from other EU Member State.s and countries beyond the EU.
The opposite situation is to be foun4 for example, in Germany
and to a lesser extent, Denmark.
ln terms of emigration there are four Member States (of the
eightwhere data are available) that show more women than men
leaving in at least one ofthe three categories shown. It is highest
in Finland and Denmark where there arc more female nationals
emigrating than males.
I Migration Statistics 1994, as summarised in Izre rrutional Migraion in
thc EU Member States 1992 (Statistics ln Focw: Population ard Social
Conditians, 1995:3, Eurostal Luxembourg)
2 There are recommendations on the collection of international migration
statistics from the UN in 1976 but few courtries have adopted them with most
glaiming them to be too difficult to comply with under exisring systens in use.
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Denmark
Det storksbenhavnske
arbefdsmarked I tvarsnlt (The
Greater Copenhagen Labour Market
in a Cross-sectlon)
NTELSEN A A (1ee3)
This report provides a thorough assess-
ment of the structure of the Greater Co-
penhagen labour market. The detailed
empirical evidence is based on material
from the National Statistical Bureau
which includes data on firms, jobs, popu-
lation, labour force, unemployment and
commuting. This study provides a follow
up to a previous report from 1990. The
period covered is 1987-1991. In 1990
there were 69,000 firms in the region
providing 710,000jobs (27Vo of alljobs
in Denmark). The decline in the number
of firms between 1987-88 has been re-
versed and there is now amoderategrowth
in business formation. In the central areas
of Greater Copenhagen the industrial
structure is very specialised, consisting
mainly of a few branches in the service
sector.
Since 1987 40,000 jobs have disap-
peared, particularly in construction and
public service. Education and higher edu-
cation are playing an increasingly impor-
tant role for employment in the region.
Unemployment has been growing and
stood at 11.8Vo in early 1992. During the
years covered by the study unemploy-
ment, and particularly long-term unem-
ployment, increased primarily among
men and the unskilled. A growth in em-
ployment was registered among gradu-
ates of further and higher education insti-
tutions. The sharp decline in manufactur-
ing and construction, together with the
dramatic unemployment rates among
immigrant workers from Turkey and the
former Yugoslavia, created particular
problems. These were rendered more se-
vere by the rapid growth in unemploy-
ment among individuals fafling outside
the employment insurance scheme (ie,
those on local government welfare ben-
efits).
Available from: Jette Isgaard, AF-
Storkobentavn, Kpbenhavn. DA.
Labour Market Pollcy ln a European
Perspectlve
GREVE B (ED) (1sgs)
This edited collection of papers includes
a chapter by Fraser which looks at the use
of low pay as a means to achieving em-
ployment growth. His contribution ques-
tions the theory that increased salary
inequality can enhance employment crea-
tion. This conclusion is based on a com-
parison of the UK and US experience in
particular. The second chapter (by
Wickham) is dedicated to an analysis of
the employment effects of the extension
of non-standard forms of employment in
Europe and draws on comparative Euro-
pean material. Traditional assumptions
about the positive employment effects to
be gained from an extension of tempo-
rary and part-time employment relation-
ships are questioned and the arguments
are supported by empirical studies.
The chapter by Greve concentrates on
the development of active and passive
labour market policies in Europe; the
possible outcomes of active labour mar-
ket policies; and finally, the impact of
unemployment on income distribution.
The writer demonstrates the relatively
high levels of expenditure for both active
and passive labour market policies in
Denmark: Denmark spends the most out
of all the Member States in this respect.
The relationship between political re-
gimes and the emphasis on active or
passive labour market policy is further
demonstrated. The impact of unemploy-
ment on the disfibution of income varies
substantially between the Member States.
For example, in Luxembourg unemploy-
ment benefit provides 85Vo of previous
earnings whereas, in the UK, the replace-
ment rate only stands at23%o of previous
earnings for unemployed people. The
general conclusion drawn is that countries
are increasingly resorting to active labour
market policies in order to deal with long-
term unemployment. This conclusion is
particularly true in ttre case of Denmark.
Available from: FS&P, University of Roskilde,
P8260, DK4000 Roskitde. EN.
Vakst og beskaftlgelse (Growth
and Employment)
DANSK ARBEJDSGTVERFORENTNG (DANtSH
ASSOCTATTON OF EMPLOYERS) (1993)
This report from the Danish Association
of Employers is a thorough discussion
and analysis of economic and employ-
ment growth as forecast in November
1993. It also discusses measures to be
infoduced regarding remuneration and
income distribution in order to achieve
an increase in employment opportuni-
ties. The main argument made in the
report is that sustainable growth in em-
ployment can only be achieved if major
changes are introduced to the salary sys-
tems and welfare benefit structures. Un-
employment is perceived to be an essen-
tially structural problem, which employ-
ers argue can only be resolved through a
reduction in the salaries of unskilled
workers. Unemployment benefi t and other
benefits would have to be cut radically in
order to push unemployed people into
jobs. Under present conditions, growth in
employment is only envisaged to be mar-
ginal.
The report argues that public expendi-
ture should be redirected from consump-
tion to infrastucture investment. Demand
management measures traditionally used
in Denmark to increase private demand
are not considered to be of any positive
value. The decreasing wage differentials
since 1970 are analysed and identified as
one of the major factors behind youth
unemployment and the increasing number
of jobless unskilled workers. Appropri-
ate measures to increase wage differen-
tials are suggested. The report includes
detailed empirical analyses and compara-
tive material from other OECD coun-
tries.
Available from: Vester Voldgade ll3,
DK-1790 Kobenhavn V. DA.
Continued on page 24
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Medarbelderne og lokallonnen
(Employees and the Local Wage
System)
ANDERSEN T ET AL (1994)
This book is part of a major study which
looks at attempts to introduce a more
decentralised wage system into the pub-
lic sector (ie the scate, counties and mu-
nicipalities). A more localised system of
determining remuneration allows certain
individuals and groups of employees to
receive special performance-related bo-
nuses over and above their basic salaries.
The decentralisation of wage determina-
tion is intended to increase motivation
and local leadership performance. Since
the public sector in Denmark is very
decentralised, with 727o of all public
employees working in local and county
government, the consequences of a de-
centralised salary structure could be
strongly felt. It is generally assumed that
a more localised determination of pay
awards will increase wage inequalities.
This study was designed to ascertain the
views of employees on local salary struc-
tures, and the book presents the results of
a questionnaire survey of around 4,@0
employees (although, at only 477o, the
response rate was fairly low). ln addition,
case studies were carried out in 37 public
sector establishments.
The main finding of this studY is the
generally negative reception of decen-
tralised remuneration systems, with 547o
of individuals questioned either opposed
or strongly opposed to such develop-
ments. Only 17 Vo pronounced themselves
in favour, with a further 37o strongly in
favour of a more localised system of pay
awards. All trade union groups were op-
posed, although some professional groups
(who have benefitted more) provided a
slightly less negative assessment. The
study came to the remarkable conclusion
that the consequences of such a system
forthe work environment were alsojudged
to be very negative. The case studies also
reveal a number of problems with the
implementation of the system.
Available from: Forlagest Kommuneinformation,
Nyropsgade 37,DK-lffiz Kobenhavn V. DA.
Unemployment ha# bsen at the tol of the gavemments (Saclal Democrat$ente pW
coalition) agenda elnce lte acges#lon tn 1993. The re+art by the Dantsh employer
og*nisationfromthesameyeaturgesthegovammenttolntaducemeasureslncreasing
Brdornal taho1rmarketflexibitltytoprovldean impetusforemp.loymontqeatlan, Atfflat
timeitwasawumedthalthieewromicandemploymentotilor,kwoutdbebteakandt$tn{
long4erm unemptoyment amoflg young and ynskllled pople was attibutable to the
inslituttonatisation ol polici* designed ta achleve a wtaln degree of aquality in lfuing
eondttions, The report pre*nts very detalled argumants agalnst the prevalling salary
stuefure andffie exlstlng welfarc system-
, The economic and amployment farWasts in the rcport havO proved to be far too
pessmistq parlicularly wtth regard to ho lnicroeq* tn full'tirne, oryn-andad private
6aci6ot emplaqent. 1994 wlhessed a marked shlfr tn labout market lrends. Thls was
tnitiatly due to naw gavemment potlaies extendhry the rtqfi b ternwrary leave but tha
tatter hatf al 1994 saw #rc craatlon of many canventional full-time jobs. CIearIy, it was
tmposs{ble to evaluatalhe argumentthatvulnordble groups could be employed if theh
WAge$ werc reduced by around 30%. Nevettheless, the presenl rapld growth in
emptoyment fiay lnfltnnce theee debates considerably.
Emptoym ent gravrth was parff qlarly strong i n the west bat subsequenily sp read to
the more densely Wputated areas around Cq*fthagen. me $udy by Nielsen provides
aparlialarlythoroughassessmefiof theemplaymentcrislslnthaGreaterOopenhagen
are7 And, ln parllAiar, of the slrlous social and industlal problams in lha cflntr,al parts
ot the regton, Recrxrt developments h ave proved that these prcble ms aro dlffr cult to solv6.
Thepresentremaftablegrowthtoemploytnefithashardlyaffectedthewtralpartsofthe
GreatOrCopenhagenreglon,andunemptl4nontisnowatAhigherlavelherethaninany
Otrtsr reglOn- Hyvever, the outet parp of the Greater Copenhagen reglon are rWw
expertenctng a dwllne ln unemptoyment, aused by employment growth, whlch may
eventually alsp improve mfidlitrons in the central parts of the city.
As aconomic growth strengthenod the poeitlon ol the trade unlans, tenslon batween
the soitat partfierc re-emerged. ln the ganenl labour markot agreofients whlch were
elmptetedir, Nlarch 1995, tl:edecentratised wage system receivedasevere blaw, The
use of local wage settlements was ln most areas reftecttng the negative attltude towards
suchanangomentslnmosttrade unions,Thlscrr,ufioddespitethestrongsupportforthis
arrangemenl by emptoyers and to a c€ilah ertent reversed tha gradual trend lowards a
d@entalisE,d wag@ s:g6item, apparcnt since 1 987. ln 1 993 local wage pools con$iluted
O.7% of trtototal wagg$um.
Thed*entraltsationof wagenegotlatlonsisacommonlssuelnmanyMemberStates
and is bew opposed by trade unlons ln mast EU countrles, Despile this opposftion' the
general trand ls away'from centralised wage bargainlng to altow for mate local and
company lovel wage ffexlbtlltY.
LabourmarketftexibilityisalsotheissueundeEinningthecollectionodpapersinttta
volume'Labour Market Pollcy in a European Perepectiva', lt glves5ame very useful
comparative tnslghts lltumlnattng the rather large dlflarences in speclflc labour markat
lnteuentio n s bM the Mombe r States. Conventional widom on he beneficial tahour
ma*et impad of extemat flaxibility measuras is seiously questioned. However, the
issue of the W*ible effect ol active labour market poltcies ln Greva's chapter ls not
answered and Annot ba angwered on the basls of the matei4l prcsented. The
gxryilen@ of recont rspid Wwth in employment ln Denmark and the influence of the
employment and finance polictes on this development would have addedanother
dimansion to tlp dlsussion.
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The Netherlands
Economische effecten van
liberalisering van winkeltjiden in
Nederland (Economic Eflects of the
Liberalisation ot Shop Opening
Hours in the Netherlands)
CENTRML PLANBUREAU (1 995)
This working document by the Central
Planning Bureau provides an analysis of
the possible economic impact of the pro-
posed liberalisation of shop opening
hours. The proposed revision of legisla-
tion on shop opening hours would allow
retailers to extend their opening hours
into the evening and Sundays. The docu-
ment compares the theoretical and em-
pirical results of previous national and
international research. This information
is supplemented by results of statistical
analyses performed by the Central Plan-
ning Bureau on the basis of data from
Netherlands Statistics and the Associa-
tion of Chambers of Commerce. The
authors found that employment in the
retail sector, would in the long-term,
increase by 11,000 working years. Em-
ployment effects are mainly determined
by flexibility in working hours and the
level of wage supplements. Total turno-
ver would increase by approximately
O.4c/o, pices by about 0.27o.
Available from: Haageman Verpakkers,
Postbus 281, 2700 AGZ,oetermeer. NL.
The Right of Dismlssaland Labour
Flexibility. An lnternational
Comparison of Redundancy Rules
and Regulations
MAYES D G and SOTERI S (1994)
The objective of this study is to investi-
gate whether the dismissal framework in
the Netherlands is more restrictive than
other European systems, and to consider
whether such rules and regulations are
hindering an increase in Dutch labour
market flexibility. Part one of the study
offers a comparison of redundancy rules
and regulations in the Netherlands, Ger-
many, France, Italy and Great Britain.
The analysis suggests that although the
Dutch system is unique, it should not
necessarily be viewed as being more re-
strictive, since it embodies both advan-
Tha national and Europe-wide discussbn on the need forgraater labour markst fl@xtbil$
has also rafscd a debate on dismixal frameworks. ln some counties changes hava
already been made to enhaflce the fight of management to hire and flre. The Dutch
dismis$alsystemisunlqueln Europe,lnthatttlstheonlysystemwherepriorauhortsation
needs to be obtatned from the Director of Regional Employment Seruices or the distrlct
eourts bafore redundancies may take place. The stutly by Mayes and Soteri provides a
hetpfulintematlonalcompafison,takinglntoarcountnotonlythedlsmlssalsyetamsof five
European eountrles and the USA, but also the economic situatlon ln theee countties,
relatad ta several institulional apcts of lhe labour ma*et. Even though the new Dutoh
govsmmont has already decidad not to abolish the system of prior authorisatlon for
dismtbsa/s, the conclusions of the raport ara valuable. The authors state that, whatever
redundancy system is adopted, tho effectivanaseandlncentlve mdtanlsms regarding
lafuur market entty and re-ontry need to be thoroughly examined.
l-egislation in the fteld of opening hours of retall depafiments has been the object ot
polilicaldebatesincetheaarly 1990s.ln lggS,shopswereallawedtabdopentor^Shours 
.
aweek(lnsteadatS2hwrs),whilaineomamunicipalitiesexpeimentshavebeencanl$
aut with the lurthar liberalisatlon of opentng hours. Presenfry, the politlcal dabate
concentrateson a proposal to enabla shopkeepersto open shops in the evening and on
Sundays.If is strgrgesfed that decielons on the permlts for the possibility to opan on
$undays shouldbataken atthe loml leval.Thestudyonlyofforsan assessmentof tha
possible economlc ellects aisingfromthe liberallsatlonotorynlng hours. A qualttutive
assessmafilafthainareaselncustofiercomfortandthequalryandndtureotemployment
created and possibledlsplacement etlects is notmade. Quanlityingthe dtrecte{feets af
the liberallsation of openlng hours requires many asiltmptions in terms ol retaller and
customer fuhaviour, The quantltativa resulte produced hy this study need to h€ seen in
thls light. Nevertheless, the results of the study are interesting because siriilar debates
are cunently on the potiticat aganda of several other Mamber Sfat6s. tn England and
Wales lagiclationfor Sundayopening has recendy been relaxed (legfslalionin kotland
has long baen mora ltharal). ln Germany, this debate has been on the palitieal agsnda tor
manyyears. Latenlghtopenlnglscurrentlyonlyallowedonedayperweekfotall retailers
and an other waakdays, Saturdays and Sundays for petrol statlons and shops near
staffons and airports eb. Howevor, retallers are lnueasingly trying to side step the
laden*hluBgeseE (law on shop opening hours). The ffo lnslituta in Munich has been
mmmissioned to carry out an impact analysiswhlch will bo completed in 1995,
$ysfems for the settlng of a minimum wage and the regulatlonol law wages have
rocantly ragalned promlnance on the politlcal agenda of many Fdamb# Elatss. ln the
buryeoningdebateonlabaurmarkelflexibllityittsoftennolongerthelevelatthemlnlmum
wage which is in qa*stlon but its very exlsfenco. Collective bargaining as an lnsfrtutton is
also increaslngly comlng under fira, celttng tha future of centrally agreed wage settle-
ments intoquestion. Atthe sametimetheextenstonof atyptcallormsof employmenthas
renderedtheproblammoreacute,whichonlyservestohighltghtthonecessityforindepth
studles of the naturc and social and xonomic causes and @nryuenar,s ol low pay. This
study makes a valuahle contlhution ta the cunently limlted data on the compalltlofi and
i ncid ence ol tow- wag e jobs.
tages and disadvantages relative to other
frameworks. In part two it is argued that
hiring and firing practices adopted by
employers are not ad hoc responses to
changing economic conditions. Decisions
are taken within a framework where em-
ployers view the hiring of labour as an
investment decision based on the ex-
pected future return over the lifetime of
its usage.
Available from: Sdu DOP, Postbus 30405,
25fi) GK Den Haag. EN.
Continued on page 26
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Low Pay ln the Dutch Economy.
Full-Tlme Low Wage Jobs in the
Dutch Economy 1972 - 1992
SALVERDA W (1994)
This paper presents the findings of the
flust stage of a piece of research carried
out on the issue of low pay. It analyses
how both volume and socio-economic
composition of full-time low-wage em-
ployment developed in the 1970s and
1980s. The study selected three different
definitions of low pay to assess how
definitional issues affect the findings.
The study found that low pay defined,
firstly, as payment below a certain con-
stant level of earnings and, secondly, as
payment below a certain percentage
(25Vo) above the current statutory mini-
mum, appears to have declined consider-
ably, albeit with fluctuations. This evo-
lution is found to be directly linked to the
rapid decline in youth employment. Low
pay is concentrated in very few sectors of
the economy, especially in the retail sec-
tor and catering. When, thirdly, low pay
is defined relative to the current distribu-
tion of earnings (807o of median income),
the volume of low-wage employment is
almost stable over the years. The present,
mainly descriptive, stage of the research
serves to shed more light on the evolution
of low wage employment and influences
the agenda for further research into the
causes of the developments presented
here.
Available from: University of Groningen, Fac-
ulty of Economics, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV
Groningen. EN.
France
Co0t du travail et emploi. Plus de
doutes que de certitudes (The Cost
ol Labour and Employment, More
Do ubts tha n Ce rta i nties)
EUZEBY A, EUZEBY C (1995)
The authors of this article carried out an
analysis of the links between the cost of
labour and levels of employment (con-
sidering mainly substitution effects, ef-
fects on competitiveness, and the impact
of incentives on hiring and demand).
Their work highlights the weakness of
the results of econometric studies de-
signed to quantify the intensity of such
links. These findings lead the authors to
call into question the widely supported
notion that a reduction in the cost of
labour, particularly for unskilled work-
ers, could act as a key measure in the fight
against unemployment, by increasing
companies' price competitiveness. The
authors argue that policies aimed at re-
ducing the cost of labour have but a
limited effect on international competi-
tiveness. The increasing globalisation of
markets has led firms to rationalise their
production methods in order to maximise
their productivity gains and to remain
competitive. Labour costs are therefore
seen to play an ever decreasing role in
determining overall product cost and
choice of location. Unemployment is
considered to be more of a problem in-
herent in the structure of society rather
than an economic problem.
Available from: Futuribles, Revue mensuelle, 55
rue de Varenne,75341 Paris Cedex 07. FR.
Le travail i dur6e llmit6e
(Temporary Work)
rNsEE, LtAISONS SOCIALES, DARES (1995)
As cost competitiveness is becoming an
increasingly important consideration for
company policy, European companies
are increasingly making use of flexible
employment contracts, which enable them
to respond more easily to market pres-
sures. Such employmentrelationships are
generally considered to be external flex-
ibility measures par excellence. This study
conducted by the national statistical serv-
ice is based on research reports, articles
and findings of surveys on the issue of
'new forms of employment'. Its main
focus is on companies' use and indi-
viduals' experience of temporary and
fixed-term contracts. In the first in-
stance, the causes for resorting to tem-
porary work are examined. The use of
fixed-term and temporary contracts and
their characteristics are illustrated us-
ing observations from around 20 case
studies. This is one of the first studies
looking at the issue of temporary work
from the point of view of the persons
concerned. It found that such employ-
ment is generally considered to be pre-
carious and merely a provisional sub-
stitute for a permanent contract. How-
ever, the authors argue that certain spe-
cific forms of temporary employment
should not be confused with precarious
employment. Fixed-term contracts in-
creasingly serve as trial periods and
provide many newly employed young
people with their first taste of profes-
sional experience.
Available from: Groupe Liaisons, Service Vente
par Correspondence BP 78, 92503 Rueil Malmaison
Cedex. FR.
Le transfert de !a production
domestlque de la famille aux
services (The Transfer of Domestic
Production lrom the Family to the
Seruice Sector)
BARRERE-MAURTSSON M-A (1 ss4)
This study looks at the increasing trans-
fer of services, traditionally provided by
women in the household, away from the
family to outside agencies, and the serv-
ice sector in particular. This 'domestic
production' encompasses primarily gen-
eral housework, child care and caring
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responsibilities forelderly people, as well
as D.I.Y. and gardening. This is of par-
ticular interest as Iabour market policy in
France is currently seeking to encourage
the development of jobs in locally pro-
vided private personal social services.
Many jobs have already been created in
this highly labour intensive sector. The
author looks at the form these transfers
take, paying particular attention to dif-
ferent rates oftake-up according to socio-
economic group and type of family. A
comparative study of 15 OECD countries
highlighted the different views taken on
the issue in the southern and northern
European countries. [t also illustrated
that the rate of female labour market
participation is a decisive factor shaping
the way the domestic sphere is managed,
as it is working women who are more
likely to seek outside help to carry out
household work or caring duties. The
changing balance between family duties
and employment also requires a social
adjustment between the professional and
the domestic spheres. It has essentially
led to the creation of a new division of
labour, with the domestic needs of one
group becoming the means of subsist-
ence for another. Skilled women del-
egate their domestic responsibilities to
unqualified people, who in turn transfer
their skills to the professional sphere.
Available from: Centre Pierre MendBs France,
90, rue de Tolbiac,75Ol3 Paris. FR.
The study by Banere-Mauissn provides an interesting angla on two issues centrat to the
academic and policy debate ln Fran*. ll constttutes part of a long series of research
aniedoutbytheauthoronthesexuatdlvlstonaf tabowandthetinkebatweenfamtlyand
professionat life. Most Member Sfales have wltnessed an increase in female labour
market participation rates, albait stading from wry different levels. women are making
an lmpoftant and Often vltal wilrtbuliott to househotd irrrrlme and there ls also a trend
towardshigherlevelscif qualificatlogebelngadttevedamongthefemaleworkfarce.Thase
devetopments are slowly ohanglng the taditional percaotions of womsn being in charga
otthedomesticBpfare,whilemenweredominantinthepublicsphere.Withthetinaeasing
en$ofwomhnintotlie'tabourma*erttheneedfortheont ideprovislonof dome;ttcand
cartngseruiceshasgrowp.ln recentyearspubllcsectorbudgetredfairrtshavemeanta
dacroaw ln lha pubtic provlslon ol such senrlces and a shlft towardsthe prfuate sector.
The soatlon of employmant ln the prtvate seruice sactor and particuhrty h the twaily
sqpltrid persla:lal socialsaruicas is currenily at the heart ol tho labour ma*,et paficy
dabate in France. Sinw most of this employment is considered to be unekiltd (wd
therefore relatively low paid), this policyposesquestionssunoundingtheconceplion of
women'i work aflil the increasing cteft betwaen quattfled bhd unquattfied women.
' Unfartunately, the Xudy doas not assess ln any detait the Wy sa-cglted women's work
' lsvaluadandwhatherwhatisnwdedlsareassassmenf oftlre tilaydifferenfformsotwark .
areremunerated.
Another measure lavoured in the battle agpinst unemployment is the intnxluction of
increasing wage flexibitity. This is goaeraltyseen to asssi mmpanies in attracting outside
inveatment and matntatntng prtca eompt;tivsngss. The arttcle by Euzeby and Euzebl is
dedlAtedtothe anawsof &,eilnksbetw&efiff ecostof labourandemployment.ltispart
of a publication looking at the subject of 'Labwr Cost and Employment: Diagnosis and
Proposals, Consensus and Controveraios'. ffurnGrous authors, economiats and politl-
cians, plead ln favout ol a reductlon of labwr coste, arguing that the excessive naturo of
such costs, pailcularly for unskllted wotkers, can W blamd far an lncreastngly alamlng
employ4rr/antsituatlon. Tfiay argue thatsuchapoticy lstq.be inplamonted eitherbylhe
rethinklngof thelevelandnecassitygf minimumwagelegistatlon,arbytimltirigemptoyer
$octat s@ufu lofiVibuttbns. The authors questlon thesa denan& at a fime when ttte
dabate ispafticuhrty acuta in France, since ltwasoneof tha main issues debated during
lhepra*i&Nalcampaign.Althaughcertainemploymentma*ureshal@.fuenfurtraduced
aimad at ltmiting tho cost of labour through a reduction of employer wtW secwity
ffinfrff4ttfoins,thepressurelnfavourof apolicyaimedattherMudlonotthofro#tof labour
of unsktlled people, panicularly for SMEs, has been reinforwd, Nwerthelegg, re*ent
studies sBrrfl ,o ird,ic€lta that companias now put tho ptoblsm of tabwr costs ittto
parapedlva and tend nat to think sotety of prlce competitlvanaea on a globat scate, ,
Anothererternalfrexhilitymeasureincreaslnglyusadisthelntroducilonof flx&term
contacts, The percentage af apen ended contmcts amang new employees cotttfituasta
decline (accordlng to IN9EE it delln# lrom 630/o ln 1 990 to 44o/o ln 1994). The authars
of this report argue that, as with flexiffiItg mea$ure$ rffo\rse to temporary employment
has a multitude ot motlvations and daasnot mercly rcspond 
"to the need to reduce latuur
costs. Manpower managem@nt sahsm*s haye been rndtfred aN thore can be no doubt
thattherelationshlpbetvveenemployaesadtheirwo*haschangedpermanently.There
ls no longer an assumptlqn that an indtvtdwl will dW wilh the sama employer Ior most
of his/her working lffe and attitudas towards tfie desirabla relationshlp botween employ-
ment and leisure time have also changed. However, although the study argues that many
formsolfixe*termemploymontMnbebonefidattothalndividualconcerned,itacknowt-
edges that, partlcularly Amryst women, one of the maln reasons fot Job dtange ls the
deslre to mova on to laqs preicatlous work. lssues of rights to employment protelrltion at
such 'atypial employaes' are not addressed by the two contilbutions.
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Greece
EENOI EP|ATEX 
'THN 
EAAAAA
(Foreign Workers in Greece)
KATSORIDAS D (1994)
This publication provides a summary of
the findings of a study on foreign workers
in Greece. Despite the importance and
scale which this phenomenon has as-
sumed over recent years, there has so far
been apaucity ofscientific evidence quan-
tifying theproblemandcharting its causes
and effects on Greek society. The study
looked at those legally and illegally em-
ployed in Greece, coming from other EU
Member States or the Third World and
Eastern Europe. Reference is also made
to the immigration of Greek nationals
from the former USSR and Albania.
The author looks at European and
national legislation covering immigra-
tion and examines individuals' reasons
for seeking work in Greece. Finally, the
impact of the increasing influx of mi-
grants on the Greek labour market is
analysed.
Part of the study is an examination of
the attitudes of Greek society towards
illegal immigrants, as well as the issue of
immigration and human rights.
Lastly, the publication presents the
views and policy proposals of the Greek
trade unions and the Labour Centre of
Athens on the issue of immigration.
Available from: IAMOS Editions, Smailis L &
Co,2 Thiseos Street, Athens. GR.
MEAETH AEIOAOITDTD TOY
>Y'THMATOX MAOHTETAE TOY
O.A.E.A. (A Study on the Evaluation
of the Training System Provided by
the Organlsatlon of the
Employment of the Labour Force
(oAED))
TSEKOUMSJ, STAVROU S,
PAPATHEODOSSIOU TH, PAHASKEVOPOULOS
P, STEFANTDTS TH (1994)
This publication presents the final report
of the first phase of a study commis-
sioned by the Organisation for the Em-
ployment of the Labour Force (OAED)
and carried out by a team ofexperts at the
University of Macedonia.
The study aimed to provide an evalu-
ation of training provided by the OAED
The study by Katsoildas goas some way towarda frtltng a gap ln Greek llterature on
immigratlon. Legal , and parlicularly illegal, immigraflon has boen of growing polWal and
soclalaoncsm.LegalimmtgrationlsmeasuredbytheNationalSlatfstica/Servlce.These
data show more than a l20o/" increase between 1981 and 1991. However this ftgure
inCtudes a mnslderable number of indlvlduals who do not enter thg labour market
(pensloner$, $tudents, non-employed family members). Nearly 50% of legal lmmigmtian
isfrom Europe.
As esfrmatad hy unatflcial sources (press etc), there is also a considarable number
of lllegalimmigfantalnGreace.ftlsestimatedthattherearebetweenSSa,AffiandgA0,000
sudt immigrants, subJect to seasonal fluctuaUons. Most of them are ooonomio rcfugoes
from Atbanla and oharneighbouring countries^ Thetactthatmuch of thadata on lllegal
immigration is only avallable from such unofficlal srlurces consfitufes one of the main
weaknesses of the study. However, this should not detract from its importance, particu'
larly in analysing the tmpact of the rapldly rising number of illagal immigrants on the
unemployment rate. Similarproblemsarefacingather Momber States,which iswhythe
Greekexpeience can be instrucilve.
Thepublicationsbythe lnstitutealLabwr.Conledentionof GreekWod<ershavean
importance beyond the content of th@ rapafiod rasearch. The publtcatlons present the
views of the Confederation of GreekWorkers whlch are based on scientific research
evidence, therefore maklng an important contlbutlon to tho creatlon of conditions for a
process of informed and etfrctent sacial dtalague. As such the publications provide an
lmportant counterpart to the researdt mnied out by the lnstitute for Economic and Sacial
Research which traditionalty rcpresents employers'views. Tha study by loaklmaglou
complements research on the competitiveness of Greek industry carried out by the
lnstitute of Econamic and Social Research and provldas an impofiant contributian to
reseatch aN puffiedgbate on this tlssue.
YhestudybyTwkwns,Stawou,Papatheodassiou,ParaskevopoulosandStafanidts
provides an dvaluation of the training schemes run by the OAED and is as such
unpr*e&oted. The OAED became operatlonal in 1 984 ofteing iob search, ptacsmen[
traintng aftd ratruintng seruices as well as operating several cafitres fay vocational
educ€ltion and tratning throughout Greece. These comprise vaious typaa of schools.
Apprentic*€hip schaols offer three year school and work-based vwtional tralning,
oporutlng a*ndingtathe Germandual system.These areequivalenttothe sacondary
technicalvocatlonal schools of the Mlnlstry ol Education. Training schools otfer short-
term vocational training covering different apeoialisations.
Theaimof theAAEDistootferalterntlvaeduoafron,ftsambitionbeingtoprovidethe
domlnant initial educattonalltraining system ln Greece. Areece operates a dual training
systemsimilartothatofGermany,whtchi$WilBGermanBundesinst'Mfflrturufsbildung
participated in this research as an erternal consultant. ln spite of a number of shortcom-
ings due to its limited scope, fhtb studg whefi campleted, will flll an enormous gap in the
fleld of the evaluatlon of educational/trainlng s),isferr,s ln Greece' lt wlll also allow its
improved adaptation totheconslanfry dtanging needsof the labour markat.
and to make recommendations for the
reorientation of training, taking into ac-
count the experience of projects run by
other bodies. The OAED also hoped to
learn from the international and, in par-
ticular, the German dual training system
and to use this experience in the planning
of new projects and educational mod-
ules. A further aim was the experimental
implementation of an innovative training
system for certain specialisms, to take
place at selected technical education/
training centres of the Organisation and
to carry out subsequent evaluation.
The findings were based on a ques-
tionnaire survey of a representative sam-
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ple of students, teachers and graduates of
the training system, as well as of the staff
of enterprises employing graduates on
such training schemes.
The study constitutes part of a series
of research recently commissioned by
the OAED and initiated with the support
of the European Union. The work aims to
evaluate the training system and investi-
gates other issues such as the creation of
an Employment Observatory in Greece.
Available from: University of Macedonia, 156
Egnatias Str.,540 06 Thessaloniki. GR.
KO:TO> EPTA>IA>,
ANTA|ONDTIKOTHTA KAI
EYE>OPEY'H KEOAAAIOY >THN
EAAAAA (1960-1992) (Labour Cost,
Co m petitiveness a n d Ca plta I
Accumulatlon in Greece (1960-
1ee2))
IoAKTMoGLOU t(1993)
This book belongs to the series Sndies
published by the Institute of [abour - Con-
federation of Greek Workers and includes
the findings of a study initiated within the
framework of the Institute's research pro-
gramme for the years 1993-194.
The study aimed to assess the reasons
behind the Greek economy's decline in
competitiveness. The study focused on
the following issues: an analysis of the
development of unit labour costs; an as-
sessment of the development of prices
compared with those in the countries
representing Greece's main competitors
(in a common currency); and an analysis
of capital accumulation.
The study's findings show that the
level of unit labour costs cannot be con-
sidered to be a major determining influ-
ence on competitiveness, as labour costs
in the developed countries only consti-
tute around 20-357o of the total cost of
industrial production.
Moreover, the study found that the
increase in unit labour costs in Greece
over the five years between 1988-1992
cannot be attributed to an increase in real
wages but is solely due to the revaluation
of the drachma.
The study concludes that the main
reason for the low competitiveness of
Greek products is the decline in capital
productivity.
Available from: Institute of Labour - Confed-
eration of Greek Workers, 27 Pipinou Str., I l2 52
Athens. GR.
EYEAIKTE> TIOAITIKE
EP|A>IAKON EXEEEQN. H
BIOMTXANIKH ANAAIAPOPO>H
KAI OI ETIIIITO>ED TTD fI,A TOYT
EPIAZOMENOY' ETH
BIOMTXANIA (Flexible lndustrial
Relatlons Pollcles. lndustrial
Restructuring and its lmpact on
lndustry Workers)
INSTITUTE OF I-ABOUR. CONFEDERATION OF
GREEK WORKERS (1 ee4)
This bulletin is part ofa series ofpublica-
tions by the [nstitute of Labour - Confed-
eration of Greek Workers. The series is
an introduction to the Institute's in-house
and commissioned research activities,
and documents the views of the Confed-
eration of Greek Workers on a variety of
policy questions. This particular issue
comprises reports on eleven studies fo-
cusing on the restructuring and organisa-
tion of the labour market, as well as the
use of flexibility measures which are
being used increasingly at the regulatory
and company level. It highlights the find-
ings of empirical research carried out on
the politics of flexible industrial rela-
tions. The research looked at the level of
technological change and modernisation
ofthe production process and is effect on
employment and job descriptions. It also
studied the incidence and nature of flex-
ible employment patterns, working time
flexibility and the trends in company
stafhng and wage policies.
The other major research project is
focused on Industrial Restructuring and
its Impact on Industrial Workers. Tlis
research looked at the position of Greek
industry in the European system of pro-
duction and in the Internal Market. It also
examined the role of industrial policies
and comprises specific findings focusing
on the textile industry.
Lastly, the bulletin presents some in-
teresting findings and recommendations
on the training, specialisation and multi-
skilling of the workforce as well as the
classification of vocational skills by spe-
cial regulatory bodies.
The bulletin also contains informa-
tion relating to the new convergence pro-
grarnme for the Greek economy drawn
up by the government within the frame-
work of the Maastricht Treaty.
No 4041, 1994. Available from: Insitute of
Labour - Confederation of Greek Workers, 27
Pipinou Str., I l2 5l Athens. GR.
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Enterprlse Related Training and
State Policy ln lreland: The Tralning
Support Scheme
o'coNNELL P, LYONS M (19e2)
This study has two objectives. Firstly, it
examines the incidence of training activ-
ity within enterprises in Ireland and seeks
to assess the extent ofskill deficiencies in
the Irish worldorce. The study concludes
that Ireland suffers from deficiencies in
both qualifications and skills when com-
pared with other leading industrial coun-
tries. There is evidence ofa skills gap for
operatives, supervisory and management
levels, particularly in smaller indigenous
firms, which adversely affects productiv-
ity, competitiveness and prospects for
economic growth. The level of training
of employees is lower than the European
average and is, therefore, unlikely to be
sufficient to bridge the deficiencies in
qualifications and skills.
The second element of the study in-
volves an evaluation of the impact of the
Training Support Scheme (TSS), a pro-
gramme initiated in 1990 to promote
training in small and medium-sized en-
terprises through the provision of train-
ing grants. The scheme is operated by
fAS - ttre National Training and Employ-
mentAuthority. The evaluation was based
on a survey in which detailed informa-
tion was collected on the training activi-
ties of a sample of over 300 firms which
participated in the TSS in 1992 and on a
comparison group of some 120 firms
which did not participate in this scheme.
Theresults indicated thatTSS aided firms
engaged in substantially more training
than non-participant enterprises did. The
greater level of training among TSS aided
firms was most pronounced among small
firms with less than 20 employees, whilst
among large firms the differences be-
tween aided and unaided firms was not
significant. When factors which would
be expected to influence the level of
training irrespective ofparticipation in the
scheme were controlled for, multivariate
analysis techniques indicated that the net
effect of the TSS in stimulating an in-
crease in training was confined to small
firms (with less than 20 employees) while
its effects on larger firms were marginal.
This suggests that there is a high element
of deadweight in the scheme and for
larger enterprises the TSS resulted in
subsidies to training which would have
been undertaken without State aid.
The study concluded therefore that
greater targeting of grant aid towards
smaller firms would reduce its deadweight
by enhancing its impact on producing a
greateroverall level oftraining. The study
also recommended that there should be a
greater emphasis on management (as dis-
tinct from operative) level training.
Available from: The Economic and Social Re-
search Institute,4 Burlington Road, Dublin 4. EN.
Ireland: Population and Labour
Force Prolections 1 996-2026
CENTML STATTSTTCS OFFICE (1995)
This report provides projections of the
Irish population classified by age and sex
at five year intervals for the period from
1996 to 2026, and labour force projec-
tions similarly classified for a shorter
time span up to the year 2006.
The projections are based on assump-
tions relating to future trends in fertility,
mortality, migration and labour force
participation. Two sets of assumptions
were chosen for fertility and one for
mortality trends up to the year 2O26.In
the case of migration two sets of assump-
tions were also applied for the period up
to 2006. However, in view of the high
degree of uncertainty attached to this
component in the longer term, no spe-
cific assumptions were used for the post
2006 period, ie, a'zero' net migration
scenario was used. For the labour force
projections a single set of assumptions
relating to future labour force participation
rates was chosen.
The model used in this projection is
the demographic component method
which projects the base 1991 population
forward under the chosen assumptions
covering births, deaths, migration and
labour force participation. Considering
first the population projections for the
period up to 2006, these indicate only a
modest rise in the total population, but
significant changes in its structure. The
forecasts indicate a rapid fall in the
number of children (ie, those aged less
than 15 years); an ageing of the popula-
tion of working age (15-64 years); and
little change for the numbers of older
persons. After the year 2OO6 the popula-
tion as a whole will increase rather more
rapidly and, in terms of structure, the
most notable feature will be a sharp rise
in the number ofpersons aged 65 years or
over.
The labour force is projected to in-
crease significantly in the period up to
2006, even under the assumption of sig-
nificant outward migratory flows. The
greater part of this increase can be attrib-
uted to basic changes in demographic
structure, but it will also be due to a
substantial rise in labour force participa-
tion among females.
Available from: Govemment Publications Sales
Office, Sun Alliance House, Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2. EN.
Jobs Potentla! of the Services
Sector
THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
FORUM (1s95)
The services sector has been selected for
special analysis by the Forum because it
offers the greatest potential for net em-
ployment creation in the years ahead.
The report profiles the main features
of the services sector highlighting, in
particular that:
o services are a major determinant in
living standards, quality of life and
overall economic competitiveness.
The argument that the sector is less
important than the 'traded' sectors
(eg, industry and agriculture) is re-
futed;
o the market services sector is relatively
small compared to the EU average in
both output and employment terms;
o employment growth in services has
been relatively poor compared to other
countries, although this has improved
significantly in recent years; and
o the social economy is a distinctive
component of the sector.
The report assesses a number of key
issues which it considers will influence
the future potential of the services sector
30
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and the overall employment possibili-
ties. There will, in particular, be a need to
target particular growth areas where a
wider range of jobs can be created. In
addition, there are many unmet needs in
Irish society which can be delivered
through the social economy and, in this
regard, a number of policy approaches
are presented with a view to developing
the employment potential in this particu-
lar area.
The report identifies a number of
barriers to employment creation in the
services sector. While many of these
apply to other areas of the economy, they
are of particular relevance to services,
given its high employment intensity. In
this context the report refers to the em-
ployment bias of the taxation system and
the differential treatrnent of manufactur-
ing and services (for example corporate
taxation is much lower in the manufac-
turing sector); furthermore compliance
costs are a particular concern to smaller
firms which are predominantly in serv-
ices. There is also an imbalance with
regard to state aids/support to services
and there are also, in some areas, impedi-
ments to competition which should be
addressed in policy terms.
With regard to conclusions and rec-
ommendations, the report states that there
is an urgent need to redirect policy to-
wards the services sector. This should
involve a number of key elements, in-
cluding:
o redressing the relative neglect of the
sector;
. tackling the barriers/restrictive prac-
tices which inhibit employment
growth;
o the provision of measures to exploit
the employment potential of newly
emerging and unmet needs, including
those that can best be delivered through
the social economy.
The report concludes that a policy
strategy should now be initiated by the
government and implemented across all
service-related areas in a concerted, inte-
grated and determined manner. This
would yield significant employment gains
and, for this reason, the application of
individual elements of the recommended
reforms (as distinct from a more compre-
hensive approach) should be resisted.
Available from: National Economic and Social
Forum, Centre Block, Government Buildings, Up-
per Merrion Street, Dublin 2. EN.
The reporl on Population and t-aboui Fwm Projdctione ls, ln effect, an updating of a
previoussetof similuptajectlonspredumdrlr f gSSwhlchcoveredthepefiodupto20pl.
Tha changes indt@tod ln lfiecunentprdec&ons wtll hava slgnifiant lmpllcations for
policyformulationinareassuchasedacatfon, #riId slry/poFtsrllemes,healthandfunding
of pension anangamonts. Tho broad outtineoflfiedrangres in question are already known
and a certaln amount of research and lnvastigatfue work is undarway with a view to
lnformlng policy ln this regard. The projec,tions arc, hawevet, valuable insofar as they
quantifyfl,eexpectedehango$(silbier,tttothaaxumpttonsmaaelptusprovidtngabefrer
focus for related research initiatives.
Thlsruportonemploymantprospectsintheserwcessecfor ispartiwtaflyretwantin
vlew af tha o4g,olng debate regarding the unfavourabte retaliwrshlp heWeen ousut
grwth and enployment expansion in lreland as this sector offers tttasesfpropc*s in
tha cantsxt of fwther tob galns. While the dacumdnt does WiN to tha ned ta funfrfy kW
growthareaettherecwnmandationsarewlderang[ngandnumerou$ard*wl*trg.gg.rdto
tmplemantation, wauld need to be set in some further order of prlorlty, Tha net aiEt d
anl*gfngtheawlaleunomy{andtheassctatoddisplacementeffer/rsetsewheretnfrre
eanomy) would also need to be bome in mind.
The ropaft on trainingwilnin nrms is atso limely in vlaw of tho currentlnterest in this
lssue, derlving in part from the emphasls it ha* recotued under obJedtve 4 of the I gg4-
1 999 Structuftl Funds arrangamants. Same of the pollcy suggeetions made, eg, greater
concentration af support on snaller enterpdses, are being implamented.
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La Gestione delle Eccedenze di
Personale in Europa. Una Analisi
Giuridica ed Economica (The
Management of Worffiorce
Adjustment in Europe. A
Legislative and Economic Analysis)
DOCUMENTI CNEL (199s)
These two volumes present the results of
research undertaken on the issue of
workforce adjustment patterns in Europe.
The research was commissioned by CNEL
in 1993 and co-ordinated by Liso, a la-
bour law expert, with the assistance of an
international research team consisting of
lawyers and economists.
The aim of the research was to ana-
lyse relevant legislation as well as look-
ing at the management of worKorce ad-
justment processes and the related in-
come support systems adopted by differ-
ent Member States (Denmark, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Spain and
The Netherlands) and to extract useful
lessons from other European countries to
inform policy making in Italy. The first
volume presents a synthesis report, while
the second volume contains the full coun-
try case studies. These are divided into
sections on the legal and economic as-
pects of worldorce restructuring.
Two main issues are considered in an
interdisciplinary framework the limits
to workforce restructuring and the pro-
tection accorded to redundant workers.
In both cases experiences in the Member
States vary greatly, and the two volumes
by CNEL give a very detailed and informa-
tive picture of the different regulations
and their effect on the labour market.
Documznti CNEI, No 58. Available from:
CNEL, Viale Davide Lubin 2,00196 Roma. IT.
Equiti, Efficienza e Crescita. ll
Futuro del Welfare State (Equity,
Efliciency and Growth, the Future
ol the Welfare State)
BALDASSAHRI M, PAGANETTO L, PHELPS E S
(1 ess)
This volume contains a collection of 16
papers presented at the 6th international
seminar of the University of Rome,
Torvergata, which took place in Villa
Mondragone. Thesepapers were produced
by renowned ttalian and international
experts. Their focus was the future of the
welfare state in OECD countries, and in
Italy in particular.
The question of the future of the wel-
fare state is at the centre of the policy
debate in Italy, particularly since attempts
were made by recent governments to
reduce public debt by cutting public ex-
penditure. The rising number of elderly
people as a percentage of the Italian
population has placed greater burdens on
the pension and health care systems. This
and other socio-economic factors have
contributed to a substantial increase in
Italian social expenditure to 3OEo in
1992, thus putting the welfare state under
pressure.
The papers presented and discussed
at Mondragone are organised into 5
themes.
Papers by Snower and Phelps look at
the problems of the welfare state, with
the former focusing on its sustainability
and the latter assessing the negative col-
lateral effects of the welfare state.
The second theme is active labour
market policies and the welfare state.
The paper by Layard discusses the case
for switching from unemployment ben-
efits to employment subsidies in order to
increase employment opportunities and
reduce social expenditure. Brunetta,Tronti
and Turatto look at the relationship be-
tween the labour market, the welfare
state and European conyergence, while
Teck-Hoon analyses the economic im-
pact of work sharing using a dynamic
model of labour turnover.
A number of papers look at economic
policies and the welfare state. The paper by
Mundell discusses the relationship between
unemploymeng competitiveness and the
welfare state. Goisis and Porrini present the
Italian case with an analysis of labour
market regulation in Italy and its effects on
employment and welfare. Caravale dis-
cusses the change in income policy in the
light of recent Italian experiences, and
Dell'Aringa discusses unemployment ben-
efits and employment subsidies.
The issue of equity and efficiency is
discussed in a paper by Malinvaud which
again looks at the sustainability of the
European welfare state model. Baldassani
and Piga analyse the trade-off between
equity and economic efficiency, while
Kakwani considers the Australian case.
In a section on competition and social
state Fitoussi analyses the trade-off be-
tween competition and social cohesion.
Forte and Padovano discuss the need for
deregulation in the ltalian labour market,
especially with regard to labour relations
and wages for young workers entering
the labour market for the first time.
Paganetto and Scandizzo analyse the re-
lationship between the Social state and
endogenous growth within a formal
model.
The volume ends with a conclusion by
Phelps and the outcomes of around table on
economic policy recommendations.
Available from: Editore SIPI, S.R.I., Viale
Pasteur 6.00144 Roma. IT.
lndennlti dl Dlsoccupazione
(U nem pl oy ment Be nef its)
DOCUMENTT CNEL (1995)
This volume contains a paper by Liso, a
labour law expert, which discusses the
system of ordinary unemployment ben-
efits in Italy that are regulated by law
160/1988. [t also includes the results ofa
study carried out by the ltalian sociolo-
gists Pugliese, Reyneri and Lagala on the
effects of this system, focusing on certain
areas of central and southern Italy. The
research, commissioned by CNEL, was
intended as a general assessment of the
legislation regulating unemployment ben-
efits.
Ordinary unemployment benefit in
Italy is aimed at workers affected by
individual redundancies who have ful-
filled a minimum contributions record,
as well as seasonal workers and/or work-
ers with precarious jobs (mainly in the
agricultural sector). In the latter case the
benefit acts as income support for work-
ers with precarious jobs, because it is not
linked to the search for a new job.
Together with other measures which
provide income support for redundant
workers (mainly the Cassa Integrazione
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Guadagni and a special unemployment
benefit for workers collectively dis-
missed), these measures are currently
under review. The debate focuses prima-
rily on the need to integrate these differ-
ent measures in a comprehensive system,
in order to eliminate a situation in which
unemployed workers are treated differ-
ently depending on their previous job
(some workers receive much more sup-
port than others). It is also to clearly
separate insurance measures from assist-
ance measures and to reduce the work
disincentive effects of current instru-
ments.
The research by Pugliese, Reyneri
and Lagala was aimed at evaluating the
impact of law 160, by analysing its im-
pact on beneficiaries and the labour mar-
ket as a whole. The research considered
fourgeographical areas where the benefit
is widely used, given the large share of
employment in agriculture and/or in the
tourist sector. The authors give a positive
evaluation of the law, even if some draw-
backs ought to be corrected. The draw-
backs are mainly:
o the strong incentive for employers to
use non-standard employment con-
tracts (even when there is the possibil-
ity of long-term employment contracts)
in order to benefit from the subsidy at
the expense of the state;
o the high risk that the weakest workers
are excluded from the benefit (mainly
young people and those that are not
able to reach the 78 working days per
year that give benefit entitlement);
o the abuse of ordinary unemployment
benefit by public sector temporary
workers who have no legal entitle-
ment to it.
Documenti CN EL, No6l. Available from: CNEL,
Viale Davide Lubin 2, fi)196 Roma. IT.
With the lasua of labour market flexibiltty at the top of the EIJ agenda, the Nvo Votlme$ on
workforceadlustmentpattemspubltshedbyCNELareparticularly tnterestlngandllmely,
especlally as they prcvide some comparative data. ltaly differs from moet Mambot States
becaueeolthe relativarigidityof itslegislationcoveringindividualdismissale-Thlaisquite
distlnct trom lagislation on mlledive redundancies. A reform of collaative rflundancy
leglslatton tn 1991 fuilher relaxed construints on the possible reasonl for dismissal.
Howevar, leglslatlon slll requires adherence to a preclse proc.edure, and companies are
still laft to plck up paft of the cost of carrying out redundancias. lndividuat dlsmissats, on
the other had, aro very ilricily controlled by lsglslation and costly to a frrm which comes
undarthe scrffiny of tha judiclal system,
Thealmof legtslationistoprotectexislingemplaymentcontacts,ovanwhenthefrrm
needs fo reduce ltt workforce, by externalielng the cos6. of labour haardtng from the
tndMdual #rm lo tr e cotlectivid;r (for esample througlt Gassa tntegrazlone Guadagni). Ort
the other hand the ltalian system ol employment seruices remains inadequate aN active
labwr na,*at policles are lnsuffrciently develowd.
Equally,tha lncorne support system isdilterentiated acffirdifig tothe postfion of ttrd
workar prlor to tning taid off (by seAor, tirm size, area etc) and ta the nature af the
dismissal (either collectiva or tndividual). Moreover there is no control capaclty against
manylormsof abula,
Nl these issues and the measures to improve the tlallan sitilatlon are fuldely
dlscuesed ln the papers presented, especially ln thase collected ln the flrst valume.
Uso'sdiscussionof the issueot unemploymentbenefitin'CNELDocumenti No61'ls
v@ry informative. Ilis discussion of issues dealing wlth th6 income agreement of July 1 993
lsdetallad and gives aclearpicture of the drawbacksand shortcomlngs of ltallanlabour
markotpallclos, Hisconcluslonisthattheproposaltoinuaasethelevelaf unemploymont
beneflttaffio/oof prevlouseamingslsconectlorlaidoff workers. Howevar,itisnothalpful
lortheareaoltheunder-employedintheagiculturalandconstrudionsacton lnthi1casd
thebenefltwillbecomeamereasslstancs measureandcouldbeusedasawaytofinance
lnegular and cldndestlne labour at tha expensa ol the stato. Ha argues that othor
m@a$urcs dre needed to proted precaiousworkers.
The papars Gfrllected in the volume edfted by Batdassanl, Paganetta and Phelps
matnly analysafrterelallonship betweanthe labourmarkatandlhewelfarestatawtth a
facus an lahout pallcfes,.The cause tor a switch from generws uneifirploryefl, borlaffs
lo *mploymentflrbsdfes is disdussed by Snwer, Layard, Dell'Arfnga and Mundefi. The
papors hy ltaltan expens deal mainly wtth the ltalian labour market #ysteil afid a
diss/$sion of lle.llan labour markat policies. Forelgn 6xpelr$, on the othar hand, ddal
mainly with lhe more gerleral issue of the role ol the welfare slate and ils affacts in t@rms
ol al{acative elflclency in a welfare economix framework. The raund taMs attfu end al
thavolumelscentrilonthoreformof thepensionsy$tem,whichiscunentlyundafiebale
in ltaly. Most of the papers have already been published or summarise other work
underlaken by the authors, however, the collection in a single volume in ltalian forthe
Italtanpubltctsveryuseful,slncethelssueofthaweffarestateissoimportailfolhaltalian
debate.
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Federal Republic
of Germany
Geht den Deutschen die Arbeit
aus? Neue Wege zu mehr
Beschiftlgung (Are the Germans
Running Out ol Work? New Paths
to lncreaslng Employment
Opportunities)
SIEBERT H (1 9s4)
The author argues that unemployment is
a long-term structural problem of a mag-
nitude which cannot be compared with
that of the USA or Japan. Each recession
has left Germany with a higher number of
unemployed people, with the aim of full
employment remaining an elusive goal.
This book seeks to highlight the many
and varied factors contributing to a wors-
ening of the unemployment situation,
and to show possible paths towards creat-
ing more employment opportunities.
The increase in both labour supply
and migration are hardly variables which
can explain persistent unemployment.
Siebert argues that a flexible labour mar-
ket should have been capable of absorb-
ing an increase in labour supply and this
factor alone cannot therefore be blamed
for high unemployment figures. Eco-
nomic growth has failed to bring the
expected improvement in employment
oppornrnities. The book looks at the proc-
ess of wage determination in some detail,
assessing in particular the necessity to
match real wages with productivity.
Protectionism and industrial policy
are not only the wrong instruments to
safeguard employment, but they are also
economically unjustifiable. Keynesian
demand management, wage subsidies and
the creation of a state-funded labour mar-
ket are regarded as flawed. An increase in
labour market regulation and a reduction
of working hours are also rejected as a
solution.
The author argues that labour market
equilibrium can only be achieved under
the following conditions: wage differen-
tiation in companies, sectors and regions;
the possibility to negotiate wage settle-
mentsbelow the collectively agreed level;
increasing innovation and investment in
human capital; greater divergences be-
tween basic wages and social provisions;
and an increasing deregulation of the
labour market. The general plea is for
more flexibility in all areas of the labour
market. Wage and labour market policies
have to be recognised as integral parts of
employment policy.
Available from: C. Bertelsmann Verlag,
Neumarkter Str. 18, D-81673 Miinchen. DE.
Arbeitskrdftebedarf in Deutschland
bis 2010. Arbeitskrdfteeinsatz 1978
- 1990 und Szenarien bis 2010 fiir
die alten und neuen BundeslSnder
(Demand for Labour in Germany
Until2010. Deployment ol Labour
1978 - 1990 and Scenarios Up Until
2010 for the Old and New Ldinder)
wEtssHUHN G, wAHSE J, K0Ntc A (i 994)
This volume offers long-term projections
for the development of German labour
demand. For methodological reasons,
involving the differences in data collec-
tion, the new and the old Liinder are
considered separately.
ln West Germany, the number of
employees increased by 2.4 million be-
tween 1978 and 1990 with their level of
qualifications also increasing. The ex-
tent of the change in the structure of
qualifications was remarkable and could
be attributed to changes in thejob content
and skill demands. In East Germany there
were 9.3 million people in employment
in 1989. For 1990 the following distribu-
tion of qualifications was observed as a
proportion of the total of employees (in
brackets the comparative figures forWest
Germany): degree qualifications 6.87o
(6.57o), technical (Fachhochschule) 5.l%o
(3.4Vo), completed vocational training
75.7Vo (64.5Vo) and no completed voca-
tional training course l2.4Vo (25.7Vo).
However, these results are only partly
reliable because ofthe necessary conver-
sions to western educational qualifica-
tions.
Four framework scenarios for possi-
ble growth patterns between 1990 and
2010 were established. Only the results
for the lower and median expecCations
are recorded here: for West Germany
there is a projected total increase in la-
bour demand by 1.115 million to 2.815
million. Demand for employees with
university degrees and completed voca-
tional training is increasing noticeably
while the need for unqualified workers is
decreasing sharply. East Germany shows
a projected reduction in labour demand
between 2.666 ar,d 2.464 million There
is, however only a marginal decline in
demand for university graduates.
Available from: K.H.Bock Verlag, D-53604
Bad Honnef. DE.
Das IAB-Betriebspanel -
Ergebnisse der ersten Welle 1993
(The 'lAB-Company Panel'- Besults
of the Flrst Wave 1993)
BELLMANN L, DOSTAL W, HADLER B, KOHAUT
s, xonu u, LAHNER M, ULRICH E,
WoLFSTE|NER M (1994)
The Institute for Labour Market and
Employment Studies (IAB) established a
Company panel in order to gain compara-
ble data on labour demand for all com-
pany sizes and sectors. This contribution
represented the first analysis of a cross-
section of the data for 1993 as well as
projections for mid-1994. It also pro-
vided an initial indication of the connec-
tions between employment and its deter-
mining factors such as company policy
and volume, investment, innovation,
working and operating hours, initial and
further training. The response rate of
companies was high atTlVo.
The research provided the following
data: between mid-1993 and 1994 the
west German economy anticipated a2Vo
reduction in employment. This overall
balance concealed a paradoxical devel-
opment: of the 1.6 million companies
approximately 175,000 wanted to reduce
their workforce by 0.95 million. At the
same time 230,000 companies envisaged
an increase in employment by 0.44 mil-
Iion.
Most employment was lost in indus-
try while the service sector was set to
expand. The trend was for small compa-
nies to grow while largercompanies were
reducing their workforce. Blue collar
workers tended to be more affected by
job cuts than white collar workers and the
latter were also more likely to benefit
from extensions in employment opportu-
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nities. When a company shrank, the
number of trainees was reduced by L3Vo,
but the same figure increased dispropor-
tionately during times of expansion to
26Vo. Even at times of recession there
was continuing demand for trained staff,
which clearly highlighted a skills mis-
match at the local level. From the compa-
nies' point of view, it was the lack of
qualifications and suitabiliry for existing
vacancies which were the main bar to
employment. Eighteen percent of em-
ployers envisaged an increase in invest-
ments from the previous year whrle 437o
wanted to invest less. About 607o of all
investrnents served to provide for mod-
ernisation and expansion of businesses.
Available from: Instirut fiir Arbeitsmarkt und
Betriebsforschung der Bundesanstalt ftir Arbeit.
Regensburger Sr. lM,D-90327 Niirnberg. DE.
Europa im Zeichen der Migration.
Szenarlen der Bev6lkerungs- und
Arbeltsmarktentwicklung In der
Europdischen Gemelnschaft bis
2O2O (Europe in the Light ot
Migratlon. Scenarios tor Populatlon
and Labour Market Development in
the European Community Untll
2020)
HOF B (1993)
With the breakdown of the Warsaw Pact
the issue of migration has returned to the
focus of public debate. In the past mi-
grants have provided a useful addition to
the labour market in Germany. Without
the assistance of foreign workers, Ger-
many's economic growth since the 1960s
would have been harder to maintain.
The pool of migrants in the less devel-
oped countries by far exceeds the indus-
fialised nation's assimilation potential.
South-north migration from North Af-
rica, and east-west movement from coun-
Eies of the former eastern bloc are of
particular importance for Europe.
In spite of concerted efforts it will be
impossible to eradicate the causes of
migatory pressures so effectively in the
short-term as to quell the flow of refugees
and migrants, as the wounds of colonial-
ism and totalitarian rule still run too
deep. The author argues that there is a
The Essen Summit highlighted the fact that, in spite of the trhpravement ln the economic
sltuatlon, sm$oyment lndicators are not encouraglng, wtth unemptoyment remainlng at
ahighEuropeanunionaverag;a(fiYo),ltwasagrcedthatwithadequatemacro.econamlc
policies a grouvllt rats oi,3.5% could be expacted unilt he year 20ffi coupted wtth the
creattonof ll mitllon jobs.However,toreachthecommisston'starget*f tSmltttonlobs
new lmlicies to encourago employment grow#t wlll be requlrud, such potictes as weil as
laboutmarketdevelopmenlswltthavetabeclosatymonitored.Thedocumsntsreviewod
here provide lnlerastlng dala on haw tabour market trends are sst to devdop ln Garmany
and thofactorg lnfluenclng such tonds.
Tharc are m any methodologlal and e m pi rtcal p roblame su*a undw tabour market
proiections. Thesa arise from the unpredlctablo natura of sectoral developments in thd
new Ldnder and the lnahillty to emptoy tradlfional methods d tang-term forecasting. But,
tn sptte d these problems, the prcgnosls presented here provides so{fto lmpoftant
wlnters. ll highlighE likely growth, as well as dacllning sectora, and undertines the ever
increasing demand for well qualifted statf.
IAB company Wel data so far only lncludes information from West Garman
wurces, but an extenslon of data colhction to the new Llnder ls currently underway. This
data allows palicy makers to assess not only the immediate but atsa the tong-term impact
af iwestnent decisions, thus provldlng a bettef analy*ls of the nature of the skitts
mismatch aild a more valuaila basls for policy interention.
Slebsrfs worl< provid* an impoftant and accesr;ible conttibutlon to tha Eurapaan
afld fratlonat dobate on how to enhanca tha ltnk belwaen economlc grovrth and Job
creatlon, His arguments minor the wida#pread demand for inueasing tabour fiarket
flexibillty, partlcularly in the area ol wage daterminatlan. The book avoids simfistio,
monacausalexplanationa andstops short of maklng clearpolial reewnmendation*.
Hofs studygoes some waytowardsdispelttngthemyththat migiration constitutes
a maJor contibutory lactor to the problam of unamployment ln the Eurapan lJnlon . ln an
qxtremely factual and lnterestitw overvlew he lnftially charts the tmpact of mtgratory
movefiants on Ghfinan econofiic developmerrt ln differant phases of po*t-war hlsto.ry,
usingtabourma&etand demagnphic proJections he r*aches afundamentatly positlve
asssssrfrar?tof thaimpactof migration,bqtarguesthatawimmoi Eur6peanpolicywittbe
hard to achleve because pf th6 groatdlvsts$ oftrends and expeiences.
danger of almost uncontrollable migra-
tory pressure building up: "The future of
Europe can be viewed in the light of a
new migration wave."
In this quantitative study, the author
assesses the question of how many mi-
grants the European Union could sup-
port, without jeopardising the efficiency
of Europe as a site for production. Deter-
mining parameters are migration pat-
terns, the development of birth rates, Iife
expectancy and employment as well as
Iabour market developments, which are
described in different scenarios.
The author comes to the conclusion,
that due to the different demographic and
economic structures in the Member States,
there can be no uniform migration policy
for the European Union. The determina-
tion of migratory patterns should remain
within the remit of the Member States, to
take account of country specific factors,
and to safeguard local labour markets. It
is argued that Europe needs an active
rather than a passive migration policy.
Available from: Deutscher Instituts-Verlag
GmbH, Gustav-Heinemann-Ufer 84-88, D-50968
Kiiln. DE.
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LL' a
Portugal
Evolug6o das Qualificag6es e das
Estruturas de Formag6o em
Portugal (The Evolution of
Qualltications and the Structure of
Vocational Training in Portugal)
MoNrz A a, xovAcs t 1t sssl
This paper summarises the results of a
study carried out at the request of the
Industrial Association of Pornrgal to be
presented at the Euroformation Forum.
The objectives of the study were first
of all to provide a quantitative and quali-
tative analysis of the current structure
and availability of qualifications. Sec-
ondly, the study identified the extent of
the existing skills mismatch. The aim
was to assess how far this was caused by
a divergence between the supply and
demand for qualifications. Thirdly, the
study aimed to identify the evolutionary
trends in the structure and provision of
qualifications in various sectors of pro-
duction as well as an analysis of the main
trends in this development. Lastly, the
paper outlines recommendations for the
development of new qualifications and
vocational uaining policy.
To achieve these objectives theresearch-
ers adopted a qualitative approach. The
methodology included a literature review
and analysis and a number of interviews.
The authors construct a matrix cen-
tred around the achievement of company
competitiveness and the logic of regula-
tion, and identify possible scenarios for
developing qualifications. These argu-
ments are underpinned by a series of key
variables such as changes in technology,
qualitative and quantitative changes in
employment, management methods and
work organisation, skill demand, collec-
tive labour relations and education/train-
ing. According to this analysis, the rec-
ommendations are aimed at assisting
qualitative changes in the Portuguese
production system, a strengthening of
vocational training, the dissemination of
any learning from innovatory practices and
the renewal of entrepreneurial culture.
Available from: UNINOVA./FCTUNL, Quinta
da Torre, P-2800 Monte da Caparica. PT.
Estrat6gias de Qualificag6o e
Metodologias de AvaliagSo
(Strategies for Qualifications and
Methodologles lor Evaluation)
LOPES M C (1995)
Canied out by a university professor at the
lnstitute of Economics and Management
this contribution provides a theoretical ac-
count of the significance of qualifications
to the current socio-economic changes.
The work is divided into two parts.
The first part establishes the link between
company policies and the challenges of
European convergence. It is argued that
the increasing integration of European
markets has enforced new perspectives
on macro-economic training policies. If
One of the main debates in the area of labaur mad<et policy in Portugal centres around
the questlon of how the wuntry should develOp its human resouree potential. The main
challenge is haw to Wa with the threat of competitlon posed by the increasing
Europeanleati}nandinfemationalisationof markets. AsPortugueseindusryAttemqtsto
move away from being prlmarity depndenl on low skillad, low cost production, the
question of a skllls mismatch is htghlighted. Ihe necess lty to pravide adequate training
Bystems to aquip wokers with skills ln newly amarglng socfcrs and to keep up with
technologlat dAvalopments in exlsting sectors is becoming more a1ute, Slnce 1991
severa! decree laws and Other agreements bettseen the sacial pArtners worA Signed
whichweredesignedtaaltevlatetheexistingsklllsmismatchbyincreasingtheprovision
of voCational trainlng and improving accessto such lralning for disadvantaged groups,
The alm was to ragulate vaoatioflal training in genaral and to support sclenfrftc research
to improve informatlon sources ofl training and employment (for more detail see Bullelln
22). The Essen concluslons equally calledlor a promotion of investment in vocational
training.Theincreasing stressonlnitlalandllfelangtrainingistheresultoftherealisation
that to maintaln Eurapean economlc competitiveness vls-d-vls the hwy produc'ive
economies of many devetoping nations, ampetitlveness has to be based on Sual@
ratherthan prtre. The aim ls to malntain Afld develop the'European mfiel' of high skilled,
high quality praductton, wlth workets belng guarantEed an equal, minlmum level of
protection, VoUtiOnattraining isto be aocessibletoallgroups ln saciAty, eventhemost
disadvantag&. POttUgAt p^rticularly aims to utilise the exportences of lnnovatory
practice devdtoped tn theframework ol European Human Resource and Social Fund
lnitiatives.
The sWdy by Lopas underltnes suclt thinking. The publication, part of a research
seies on tha economics of labour, is an important contdbution because the reflectlon,
devetoped by the author hlmself atthe macrogconomic level, enhances the debate
around the retationship between qualificatlons and oconomlc oompetitiveness. The
authorarguesthatthefailureoltaditianallabourmarl<etpolicies(amploqent, tncomeand
wialWlldee) is due to the danging nature ol unemployment involunhry, massive,
anfrnuo4s and reanrrent. Tho anEwer to this cMlenge an be found in the reglarement af
Keynes' anept of fufi a@owent W Bru netta'e model of anflidampromise. This mdel
appties fie disequiliMum thoory, ansidertng unamployment b bo main| a swptom d
gl&at wtnomic inafrciency. ln this @nbrt gouemments shwld u@ empwment polidffi
to *lve @nf,tcts afid to promote *clal compramises.
The paper by ltloniz and Kovacs providee a synthesis of the main obstacles to a
translormatton of training structures and ffie greatdr efflciency of the vocatlonal training
system in Portugal.
Despitecefiatnmethdotagicallimitationsassociatedwiththaproreesotconsttuct-
ing the sample and the refusal of ceilaln institutions and companiesb collaborate, tha
results obtained serue to reirtforce the main concluslons of studles carried out by other
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companies are to achieve or maintain
competitiveness in the global market, it
is argued that human resource manage-
ment strategies have to be in place at
company level to provide employees with
qualifrcations to suit the needs of the
market. There are three chapters that
analyse, respectively, 0re relationship be-
tween competitiveness, qualifications and
type of company; the macro-economic
impact of company taining strategies; and
the European model of development.
The second part makes reference to
labour market policies, particularly with
regard to vocational training and the mettrod
of evaluating such policies. There is an
historical introduction to the concept of
vocational training, followed by an analy-
United Kingdom
Labour Market Flerlbllity
BEATSON M (199s)
This research report from the Employ-
ment Department represents a welcome
contribution to the topic of labour market
flexibility. It provides adetailed appraisal
of the scale of flexible working in the
UK, drawing on information from offi-
cial and unofficial sources.
The report is organised into 13 main
chapters which focus on the following
subjects: part-time work; temporary and
self-employment; hiring and dismissals;
working time; functional flexibility; la-
bour mobility; wage determination; rela-
tive wage flexibility-regions; relative
wage flexibility-industries; relative wage
flexibility-human capital; aggregate em-
ployment and hours worked; and aggre-
gate real wage flexibility. Each chapter
includes the appropriate statistics and
makes reference to previous research
where appropriate.
The chapter on Functional Flexibility
maps out the current situation in Britain
relying for the most part on research
based on collective agreements. It shows
that the main barriers to such flexible
working have been eroded over the past
decade or more, yet there is little to
suggest that many firms have achieved
'tull-blown' tunctional flexibility. With
regard to the achievement of this form of
flexibility, the UK still tends to lag behind
countries like Germany or Japan. This is a
short chapter that reflects the paucity of
information on the subject and somehow it
fails to explore the issues fully.
The report prefers to use hard statisti-
cal information and this to some extent
explains the apparent over emphasis on
wage flexibility with no less than four
chapters devoted to this subject. Unfortu-
nately some of the data are rather old
with, for example, 1990 data used con-
cerning skill differentials.
The author attempts to conclude this
wide-ranging discussion on flexibility.
One of the more important conclusions is
that, from the available evidence, it is
difficult to detect the effects of greater
flexibility on the overall performance of
the labour market. There are signs that
the level of flexibility in the UK is allow-
ing jobs to be created (and lost) but the
author cautions as to the effects of wage
changes which can diminish any positive
effects.
Employment Depanment Research Series No
48. Available from: Research Strategy Branch,
Employment Department, Moorfoot, Sheffield S1
4PQ. EN.
Unemployment: Choices for
Europe
ALOGOSKOUFIS G, BEAN C, BEBTOLA G,
COHEN D, DOLADO J, AND SAINT.PAUL G
(1 ees)
The basis of this analysis of unemploy-
ment is that it is a problem with no simple
cause or easy cure, yet it represents a
fundamental challenge to politicians and
sis of the main stategic skills and the role
of vocational training. In the last chapter
the methodologies for evaluating labour
market policies are outlined and alternative
models of evaluation are suggested.
Available from: Celta Editora Lda, Apanado
15 I, P-2780 Oeiras. PT.
their advisers throughout the industrial-
ised world. The six authors (from the UK,
Greece, Italy, France and Spain) tackle
the problem by firstly refuting many of
the traditional reasons given for the Eu-
ropean experience of unemployment com-
pared, for example, to those of Japan and
the USA. They dismiss the view that
competition from developing countries
has taken jobs away from the industrial-
ised nations. The authors equally deny
the job displacement effect of new tech-
nology (they argue that there has not been
sufficient new technology in Europe).
The well-established idea that European
countries have overly generous welfare
provisions is explained away by the fact
that they have not become more generous
since the 1960s (when unemployment
was consistently low).
As regards the development of the
flexible labour market, the study sug-
gests that the idea of some kind of
'Eurosclerosis' does not match the statis-
tics which, for example, show that the
rates of job creation/destruction in Eu-
rope are not far behind those found in the
USA. This suggests that efforts to
deregulate labour markets may not bring
the desired benefits in the form of reduc-
ing unemployment. Here the UK exam-
ple, as the most deregulated labour mar-
ket in the EU, is used to illustrate the
point that, despite all the efforts to break
down any perceived barriers to employ-
ment, unemployment has altered little
and indeed has been much more volatile.
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Having dismantled the traditional
explanations for Europe' s unemployment
problem, the authors move on to suggest
ways in which the problem might be
tackled more effectively. A predictive
model is constructed around the sorts of
labour market reforms proposed by the
OECD (principally a deregulated labour
market in the USA fashion). This at-
tempts to assess which segments of the
labour force would benefit or lose out.
However, the mixture of positive and
negative effects suggests that there may
not be the political will to see through
such labour market reforms. This leads
the authors to propose a more modest and
incremental range of measures including
a reduction in the duration of unemploy-
ment benefits, alterations to the mini-
mum wage in the form of reducing its
relative value and improved training.
Available from: Centre for Economic Policy
Research (CEPR), 25-28 Old Burlington Street,
London WIX lLB. EN.
An Analysis of Working Time 1979-
1994
BUTCHER S, HART D (1995)
Changes in working time are central to
the debate about the flexible labour mar-
ket. This article provides a comprehensive
overview of the trends in hours worked in
Great Britain over a long period spanning
the years 1979-l994.The source used is the
Labour Force Survey of Great Britain, and
there is a valuable discussion on the relative
merits of this benchmark source alongside
other potential sources of data on working
time.
Analysis of such trends is, however,
complicated by the normal fluctuations
in hours worked resulting from changes
in economic activity. So, for example,
during the period 1983-1990 when GDP
grew by almost one quarter, total hours
worked grew by only half this rate
(12.57o). To complicate matters further,
the relationship between changes in hours
and GDP is not fixed, illustrated by the
fact that during the recession of 1990-93,
when GDP fell overall by O.6Vo, total
hours fell more sharply by arowd7.8Vo.
Other factors influencing the changes
in hours include the growth in part-time
working in Britain. According to the au-
thors, this has led to a gradual fall in the
average weekly hours worked by all em-
ployees (ie, full- and part-time). Never-
theless, this does not alter the fact that,
for full-time employees, the average hours
worked per week altered little between
1979 and 1994.
Employment Gazette Y ol 103, No 5, May 1995
pp2l I -222. Available from: Employment Gazette,
Subscriptions and Sales, l6c Challenge House,
Sherwood Drive, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3
6DP. EN.
Has Deregulatlon Dellvered the
Jobs?
TMDES UNTON CONGRESS (199s)
This paper is part of the material submit-
ted by the TUC to the ILO Committee of
Experts on Employment Policy. It criti-
cally examines the role of deregulation,
as encouraged by the UK government, in
The prominence of the debate on lncreaslng labour madcettlexibility in lhe European and
Member State policyarena is reflectedinfrta amauntof tecent research and documen-
tationonthisissuetnlhaUK"Thegovelmmenthasbeenfavourablatowardstheertension
of ertemal ltexlbillty lrrs4$flras and has enoauraged the use of alypial employment
contractlforthe la$ fi.t'years.The UKexperiencecantherofotqglvesome lndication
of fre suocess or fallure d such policies in asslsttng employmefit eroatlon.
The reportbyBeatson(1995) isparticularlywelcomeasathoroughmapptngexerclse
of theerteilbwhichllexiblefarmsof wofingar?cunentlyusedintheUKlabowmaket.
It relies on a fatrly wtde nnge of data sourees ln an attempt to plot all types of flextbility.
However,itmainlysucrrlMslnmaasulng extemallabourmarketflsxibillly (atchaspaft-
time working, seff-omploynsfit, efc). ,f ,s ,6ss s uccesslul in measuring intennl flexibility
such ae dlfferent patteims of working hours, flexitime, muftis4lling and th# rcariantafron
of wo*organisatian.Thtslspardyduetothepaucigof quantitativedataavailahleonsuch
develoryenF., but it also iilustratesafundamental waaknaas in thd uderstanding ol
I abo u r marlot flert bifity.
Working time is one of the most importail lssues in the flexibility debate. The review
by Bdcher and Hart fi 995) looks at fhe incldencd and effect ot worklng time flextbtlity in
Brttatn, using data from ffie$our Forcs Survey. The increase in pafiilme worklrtg ts
clearty ltluitfited in lh elfect on average working hours across all groups. However, wifft
equalclan'ty ttalsosltowsthatfortlrcmaiort$olfull'tmeomployeesthe avemge number
of weekly hourswoked has hardly changed since 1979. Any slgn of lncreased labour
market flexibility clearly lies elsewhere.
The case for greator labour market dqegutatlon is far from proven accordlng to thc
two other dacumenta referred to here. The TUC (1995) pary questions the basic
argumentsthatarc putforwardto showtheposftive effectsof deregulation. ln partlcular,
ittspostutatedthattheavailahleevldenceoniobaeation (largelyfromtheLFg)suggests
that unamployed people are not linding work in large numbers and thosa hat do may flnd
thpmselves inlowpaid andlow qualityiobs. Thlstheme lsexplored in moredepth tnthe
study by Alogoskoufis et al (1995) who seek to flnd a better solutiofl to the European
problem of persistent ummployment othet than through wholesale deregulation. ln
ossence they da not suggest that daregulatlan will tall to confer some beneflts to
unemployed people, but that the scale of ilte measures required are unlikely tP ?vor
commad pltltcAt fiajorlties. Their llst of solutions is more modes't and fscus on a
tradittonal range ol measures from limlting unemployment benefits to impnving training
measures.Thlssarvesto corrtirmthevlewthatthere is little new in labourmarket policy,
lust different ways of interpreting the fairly limlted choice af basic approaches available.
These choices are clearly vlslble in the latast spendlng plans ol the Depaftnant for
Education and Employment contalned ifi the Fifth Departmental Report (HMSO Cmnd
2805).Theftnanclalyear 1995/g6wilteeeatotalexpendftureof aroundE!.Sbllllon, much
of the noney go@ on a famillar range of actlve measuressucD as Training lor Work
(whichprovlde*trainingandcounsellingforlong-termunemployedWoplqend Commu'
nity Action (whichcreatdstemporary jobs). Newly lntroduced meaaures lncludaWorlanise
and 1-2-1 aimed pincipally at young Jobsaekers. All programmes wtll lay greatet
emphaslsonposiliveoutcomes,encouragedbypayment-by-resultsfortheadministering
network ol Tralning and Enterprtse Councils 11ECs) and thelr Scoftish equivalents
$EAd.
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Luxembourg
La Situation Economique au
Luxembourg i !a FIn de 1994 (7he
Economic Sltuatlon ln Luxembourg
at the End of 1994)
STATEC (1994)
In its frst section this economic outlook
provides a general outline ofthe situation
of the world economy. It then goes on to
look at Luxembourg's position in 1994
and provides a forecast for 1995. The
analysis presents economic tends by in-
dustrial sector: industry, steel, construc-
tion, and the service sector. The annexes
provide a synoptic table with key busi-
ness indicators for the Luxembourg
economy. These indicators are: value
added; GNP by volume; the main macro-
economic aggregates; survey results on
industrial activity; the outlook survey
results; the principal measures of eco-
nomic and social policy; and a bibliogra-
phy of the Grand Duchy's economy.
The international outlook confirms
the economic recovery in the European
Union. Among the EU Member States
(excluding the three new Member States),
GDP rose from 2.6Vo in 1994 to 2.9Eo in
1995, and is projected to rise to 3.2Vo in
1996. According to the CEC, the factors
which lay at the root of the economic
recovery in the spring of 1994 were the
improvement of international competi-
tiveness and a stabilisation of the mon-
etary situation. These reassuring pros-
pects have already been reflected in un-
employment fi gures. Apart from seasonal
fluctuations, these have seen a slight
decrease to l0.7%o in October/I.,lovember
1994, compared with 10.87o in Septem-
ber 1994. According to the CEC, unem-
ployment is set to decrease further to
around 9.75Vo in 1996.
In the case of Luxembourg, the em-
ployment situation appears to be some-
what paradoxical. A growth of 2.67o or
5000 units (provisional figure) in the
internal labour market participation rate
(including cross-border workers) con-
trasts with a 3l%o (or I 100 units) increase
in the number of registered unemployed
people. By analysing variations in the
number of unsuccessful job applications
from one year to another it can be shown
that unemployment declined in 1990.
Since 199 1 it has risen, reaching a peak in
February l994.lt seems that unemploy-
ment is not a macro-economic problem.
In fact, labour market opportunities are
jobs. The paper points to the potential
problems for those in insecure work and
how employers have been 'encouraged'
to adopt working practices that minimise
the costs to the employer (but at the
expense ultimately of the employee).
The paper concludes that deregula-
tion of the UK labour market has failed to
bring about any significantimprovements
in employment or the position of unem-
ployed people. Furthermore, the disad-
vantages are all too clear in the preva-
lence of lower quality jobs which com-
promise training and pay levels.
Available from: Trades Union Congress, Con-
gress House, Great Russell Street, London WCIB
3LS. EN.
creating job opportunities. At first, the
paper is critical of some of the OECD
pronouncements concerning changes in
the UK labourmarketandgives the TUC's
own assessment of these developments.
It also assesses the role of the trade un-
ions following the spate of industrial
relations reforms of the 1980s.
Using the readily available sources of
information such as the labour Force
Survey and the claimant count of unem-
ployed people, the paper suggests that
whilst unemployment has fallen relatively
swiftly over 1993-94. this has not been
matched by an increase in employment,
indicating that more unemployed people
are moving into economic inactivity. The
paper goes on to explore the reasons for
the recent UK labour market perform-
ance, questioning some of the more com-
mon assertions.
Unemployment is given considerable
attention in the ensuing analysis. For
example, it explains that despite a sig-
nificant fall in the level of long-term
unemployment over the past two years, it
is still rather higher than in the period
before the 1980s and thus still affects
some two out of every three unemployed
people.
The extent of the flexible labour mar-
ket is also discussed at length and here it
is clear that the TUC associates much of
the flexibility with a growth in precarious
considerable and, in spite of a slight
decrease in 1993, progress continues. In
1993 and 1994, internal employment (in-
cluding cross-border workers) increased
by 2Vo and 2.6Vo respectively. The trend
in cross-border employment slowed
down. Compared with growth rates of
more than l07o between l99O - 1992, it
currently stands at 8.3Vo.The majority of
newly created employment, however, has
been taken up by such cross-border work-
ers. The level of internal paid employ-
ment has increased by 4850 units in 1994
while the number of cross-border work-
ers has increased by 4100. At the same
time the number of resident job seekers
increased by 1100 units. For 1995, a
slight reduction in the number of unsuc-
cessful job seekers is predicted with the
figure falling from 4600 in 1994 to 4500,
which will reduce the rate of unemploy-
ment to 2.6Vo. The growth of internal
paid employment should continue more
steadily than in 1994 due to the consoli-
dation of the economic recovery and the
persistently rising number of cross-bor-
der workers.
Available from: STATEC, 6 Bd. Royal, BP
304, L-2013 Luxembourg. FR.
Continued on page 40
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The economia outtook prduced by STATEC remains an indispan'
sahte bibttographlcal taol tor ilte analysis of tha soclo'economic
situatlon in Luxembaurg. lt reviews the year 1994 with numerous
tables containing all torecast lndicatore aad annual compaisons
datlng back to 1 990, *ttlng nattonal socio'aconomic trends ln the
confnrt of lncreasd intematlonal competition.
The outtook sltows dearly the paradoxlal situation facing tha
hbour marketln Luxambourg, with the riw In overall labour market
particlpation rat&s afid a concurr@nt lncrease in iobless figures.
Labour ma*etanalysts have attributed this phenomenon to the
high number of cross-border workug who appear to be the prime
beneficiaies of the grouvth in efiplowent oppoftunitles.
ln the conbrt of the debats follawing the publlatian of the two
Commleeton Whfte Papers'Growth, Competitivenesl and Em'
ptoymefif dnd'soclal Policy' gatrcmmen[ trade unions and em'
pl oyer organlsaltons fi et ln trl Wrtile negoti ations hroughout I 994
to disct 6s ffie iss ues ol unemplaryent, training andlabour market
flertiltity with a view to enhanclng the compe{rtivenass ot the
Luxembourg economy. Durtng these negotiatlons, the Federation
of tndwtrialtsts of Luxembourg (FEDIL) re'ieaed demands for the
rcduction of worklng hours, arguing thatthis could not be iustified
due to the shoftage of damestio labour, highlighted by the employ-
ment of 50,000 forelgn workels in domestic anterprises.
unemployment ftgures do notbaat outlhls notion of a shodage
of labour. An altematlve explanation would be the existence af a
skilts mismatch" which only serues to highlight the importanca at
th6 lmprovomant of training systems. lt could be assumd that
much of cross-bordet labour is attracted by the numerous interna-
tlonal organisations whlch havatheir seat in Luxembourg. How-
ever, the nature and level of employment in these organisations
escapes the control of statistial analysls since such workers are
deamed to be working abroad, tltus causing prohlems for the
collection of labour market data.
It lsharcfore difficult to assess why such a large number of iibs
are taken up by cros$'bordar workers white domestic unemplby'
mant b rising with abvious implications for the system of social
protection and the public Purse.
The third Employment Week Conference and Exhibition v
CongrBs, Brussels. Under the patronage of the European Parliat
Europe; creating employment in southern Europe; economic an,
and economic policies to employment growth. Each day will h
1995 will be short information briefings providing delegates wi
UNICE; the activities of the EC; OECD; ILO; and the Europr
available throughout the conference for del-egates to exchangr
For further information contact: Touchstone Exhibitions and Conferer
lRW. Tel:l44 l8l 332004/iFax:. +44 l8l 3320874.
The 1996 Annual Conference of the European Associa- I
vill take place on 7-9 November 1995, at the Palais des
nent, the main themes will address: consensus in northern
d social restructuring ofeastern Europe; and linking social
Lave parallel sessions on these main themes. A feature for
th detailed information about ECOSOC; ETUC; UNECE;
san Parliament. A 'networking room' will also be made
e experience in an informal and less structured setting.
nces Ltd.,4 Red Lion Street, fuchmond-upon-Thames, Surrey TW9
tion of Labour Economists (EALE) will be hosted by
Greece and will take place at the Mediterranean Agro-
nomic lnstitute of Chania (MAICH), Crete ot 19-22
September 1996. The Conference will be organised by
The Centre of Planning andEconomic Research (KEPE),
Athens.
For furtherinformation contact: Dr Nicholas P. Glytsos, KEPE'
22 Hippokratous St., 106 80 Athens, Greece, Tel.: +30 I 3614475,
Fax:+3013611136.
The editor would like to receive full details of any
forthcoming conferences, seminars and workshops.
Please send information to the SYSDEM Analysis Unit,
ECOTEC Research and Consulting Ltd., Priestley House, 28-34
Albert Street, Birmingham, 84 7UD, UK. Tel: + 44 l2l 616
1010; Fax: + 44 l2l 616 1099.
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Trends The Employment Observatory of the EuropeanCommission currently produces five series of regu-
lar reports covering different aspects of the Com-
munity's labour market. The Employment Ob-
servatory complements the Commission's "Em-
ployment in Europe" report published annually in
all Union languages.
SYSDEM
Policies
The series inforMISEP "Policies" presents those measures, policies and instruments adopted by the Member
States which are aimed at promoting and improving employment within the European Union. The reports are
compiled on the basis of information provided through the Mutual Information System on Employment Policies
(MISEP). MISEP was created to meet the need for an exchange of information on employment policies and
institutions within the European Union. A bulletin of recent developments in employment policies is published
quarterly in English, French and German. Basic Information Reports describing the national employment
institutions, measures and procedures in each Member State are updated and published periodically. In addition,
comparative reports on the effects of labour market policy measures will be published at regular intervals.
Trends
The series on "Trends" contains summaries and analyses of employment developments in the European Union
on the basis of published work (books, reports and scientific papers) throughout the Member States. It
disseminates the information collected by the European System of Documentation on Employment (SYSDEM),
which aims to collect, analyse, synthesise and disseminate available information on employment in the Union.
"Trends" is published quarterly in English, French and German.
Research
The "Research" papers present the results of studies on specific themes carried out jointly each year by the
Commission and the Member States. The themes for these studies are chosen by the Commission in consultation
with the Member States and the social partners in the light of the contribution which can be made by the national
co-ordinators and oftheir relevance for on-going policy analysis. They are published annually in English, French
and German.
Central and Eastern Europe
The "Central and Eastern Europe" bulletin is a new addition to the Employment Observatory, containing regular
reviews on labour market and social conditions of Central and Eastern Europe. It aims to present up-to-date
information on labour market and social conditions in these countries. It contains not only the latest statistical
labour market indicators, but also analytical articles on employment developments in the six countries currently
covered: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania. It is published twice a year, in
English only at present.
East Germany
The aim of the series on "East Germany" is to present analytical and up-to-date information on the transformation
process and lts implications for the labour market in the one part of the former Eastern Bloc which has already
become a part of the European Union: the new German Federal States (Liinder). The publication is aimed at
persons and institutions in Western, Central and Eastern Europe who have an interest in the transformation process
from a planned to a market economy. This newsletter is published quarterly in German. English and French.
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